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Comprehensive monitoring of nutrient
concentrations and loads is essential for GOF state
evaluations

Heikki Pitkänen, Seppo Knuuttila, Jouni Lehtoranta & Mika Raateoja
Finnish Environment Institute, SYKE

Contents
•
•
•
•

Trophic status of GOF: internal processes vs. land-based loading
Strong decreases in nutrient loads
Long-term variations: is eutrophication continuing?
The importance of quality assurance
Pitkänen et al., SYKE 10.12.2021

• Proposals for future GOF co-operation
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Internal processes vs. land-based loading
• The state of GOF is highly dependent on stratification
conditions and sub-halocline imports of phosphorus
from the Baltic Proper (BP)
• As land-based nutrient inputs have strongly decreased
in recent decades, the relative role of internal nutrient
sources have become more important, especially
when hypoxic water volume in BP has increased, and
halocline has risen
Source: Lehtoranta et al. 2017. Atmospheric forcing controlling inter-annual nutrient dynamics in
the open Gulf of Finland. Journal of Marine Systems 171:4-20.

10.12.2021

=> decreases in external P loading affect trophic status of
GOF only slowly, and responses to decreases are masked
by internal processes induced by atmospheric forcing

Pitkänen et al., SYKE

• The present annual land-based P load (3 000 - 4 000
t/a) corresponds roughly to about 10 % of the
wintertime total P content of the GOF

Source: Hansson and Viktorsson 2020. Oxygen survey in the Baltic Sea – Extent of anoxia and
hypoxia, 1960-2020. Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute. Report Oceanography,
3
no. 70. 88p.

Strong decreases in land-based nutrient loads
• After the 1970s/1980s P loading from
the largest cities has deceased by
about 4 000 t/y, and N loading by
about 20 000 t/y

Pitkänen et al., SYKE 10.12.2021

• Totally decreases up to 6 000-7 000
t/a of P and 70 000-80 000 t/a of N
may have taken place during the past
40-50 years. However, these estimates
include large uncertainties due to
inconsistencies especially in loading
data from rivers
• In 2008-2011 large P loading from the
phosphogypsum stack of a fertilizer
plant into the River Luga temporarily
counteracted the decreasing trend in P
loading
Source: Knuuttila et al. 2017. Nutrient inputs into the Gulf of Finland: Trends and water protection targets. Journal of
Marine Systems 171:54-64.
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Long-term variations in wintertime phosphate and nitrate, middle GOF
Phosphate
• Long-term increase in the open middle Gulf, no
trend in the 2000s
Phosphate-P, mg/m3

40

• 2014-16 Major Baltic Inflows caused elevated
concentrations after 2017
• The data of 2000-2014 has been carefully evaluated:
values <0.7 µmol/l (22 µg/l) were assessed as
uncertain, and can’t be automatically downloaded
from SYKE’s data base anymore
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Middle Gulf of Finland (LL7), wintertime nitrate-N, 0-20m

• Increased impact of river waters (decreasing salinity)
tend to elevate surface layer concentrations
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• Slight decrease in the 1990s along with decreased
land-based loading
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Middle Gulf of Finland (LL7), wintertime phosphate-P, 0-20 m
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Long-term variations in summertime total P, eastern GULF
• Increase from the 1970s to the early 1980s,
decrease from 2005 to 2015
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Eeastern GOF (Haapasaari), summertime salinity, 60-70 m
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10.12.2021

• This is once again demonstrated by the
increase in concentrations after 2017 due to
MBIs in 2014-16 which pushed old deep
water from BP into GOF

35

Pitkänen et al., SYKE

• However, internal processes including deep
water exchange between BP and GOF have
been the main controlling factors
(Lehtoranta et al. 2017)

40

Total P, mg/m3

• Strong load reductions in 1985-1995 (when
also halocline in BP was low), and in the
2000s coincide with decreased phases in P
concentrations

45

Salinity

• Indirect effects of the Major Baltic Inflows in
2014-16: an increase back to the level of the
early 2000s

Eastern GOF (Haapasaari), summertime total phosphorus, 1-10 m
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Challenges with pointing out effects of load reductions
• Concentrations of nutrients vary strongly due to
physical and biogeochemical processes in the
estuarine-like GOF
• Monitoring aims to follow, and analyse changes
caused by anthropogenic loading to help to
perform measures to reduce loading and improve
state of the ecosystem

• => challenging especially in the open sea because
changes in anthropogenic loading are much
smaller than those caused by processes in the sea

Source: Alenius et al. 2016. Gulf of Finland physics. In: Raateoja and Setälä (eds.). The Gulf of
Finland assessment. Reports of the Finnish Environment Institute no. 27. p. 42-57.

Pitkänen et al., SYKE

• Anthropogenic effects should be possible to
separate from effects caused by natural processes

Long-term seasonal dynamics of phosphate (µmol) horizontally averaged over the
whole GOF (Lehtoranta et al. 2017).

7

10.12.2021

• Theoretically 1 000 tons of P corresponds roughly
1µg/l (0.03 µmol) of P in the whole water volume of
GOF

The importance of quality assurance
• The GOF2014 Year demonstrated inconsistencies
in the monitoring data of both marine and river
water concentrations and loads of nutrients
• Data from the same regions could produce
different long-term trends depending on the data
(Finnish or Estonian) used
• The NCM -funded MARICAL intercalibration
exercise performed in September 2019 produced
mostly acceptable differences in results

Source: Raateoja
et al. 2016. Nutrients in
the water. In: Raateoja
and Setälä (eds.). The
Gulf of Finland
assessment. Reports of
the Finnish Environment
Institute no. 27. p. 94113.
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10.12.2021

Source: Raateoja et al. 2020. MARICAL field inter-calibration exercise: Report of
the field inter-calibration on sampling and analytical procedures for Estonian,
Finnish and Swedish institutes carrying out HELCOM monitoring. Nordic Council of
Ministers. TemaNord 2020:503. 27 p.

Pitkänen et al., SYKE

Source: Knuuttila
et al. 2017

Proposals for future GOF-cooperation
• Regular monitoring based on research vessels and fully comparable chemical
methodology either onboard or in land laboratories is presently the only way to reliably
monitor nutrients in the whole Gulf in different seasons with necessary spatial
coverage
• Additionally, development of continuous measurements (ferry-box, moored stations)
are needed for high-frequency temporal coverage
Pitkänen et al., SYKE

• Regular intercalibrations are needed between the countries and within countries
between the different institutes producing nutrient data

10.12.2021

• Data exchange and annual reporting - as in connection with the GOF2014 Year - is
suggested as a regular biennial process to follow the data quality and changes in the
state of GOF. This applies to the monitoring of nutrients in both seawater and landbased sources
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Russian Geological
Research Institute

Gulf of Finland coastal systems:
Holocene development and human
impact

Daria Ryabchuk

Kaarel Orviku (15.07.1935 – 24.07.2021)
Russian Geological
Research Institute

2VSEGEI field
work 2018-2021

Russian Geological
Research Institute

100 м

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Gulf of Finland coastal systems:
Holocene development and human
impact
1. Investigation of coastal zone evolution in Holocene and
revealing of main natural factors controlled long-term coastal
development.
2. Study and monitoring of recent coastal processes (e.g.
geological hazards) (dominated trends, intensity, natural and
anthropogenic driving forces).
3. Prediction
of
future
coastal
recommendations for risk mitigation.
Russian Geological
Research Institute

development

and

13 kA
Spatial distribution of all dates within the DATED-1 database. Proportional circles and colours show the
number of dates from each dating method at each site (as defined by unique geographic co-ordinates)..
Note the low density of information for the Barents and Kara seas, Baltic and North seas, the Irish,
Scottish and Norwegian continental shelves, and across Finland and the Russian Plain.
Hughes, A. L. C., Gyllencreutz, R., Lohne, Ø. S., Mangerud, J., Svendsen, J. I. 2016 (January):
The last Eurasian ice sheets – a chronological database and time-slice reconstruction,
DATED-1. Boreas, Vol. 45, pp. 1–45. 10.1111/ bor.12142. ISSN 0300-9483.
Russian Geological
Research Institute

Miettinen, A., Savelieva, L., Subetto, D. A.,
Dzhinoridze, R., Arslanov, K. & Hyva.rinen, H. 2007
(October): Palaeoenvironment of the Karelian Isthmus,
the easternmost part of the Gulf of Finland, during the
Litorina Sea stage of the Baltic Sea history.

Rosentau, A., Subetto, D., Letjuka, N.,
Kriiska, A., Lisitsyn, S., Gerasimov, D.,
Nordqvist, K. Holocene water-level
changes of the Baltic Sea in Narva-Luga
klint bay area and its relations with
stone age settlement pattern, 2010

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Kelba Spit, Kiipsaare island (Estonia)
Courtesy of K.Orviku and H.Tonisson

«Coastal zone – the space of interaction of
lithosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere and
biosphere»
Nickolay Aibulatov

3D

http://w3.salemstate.edu

4D

Paleogeographic
reconstructions of coastal zone
development in Holocene (last
11.7 kA ago)
Prediction of future coastal
zone development

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Approximately 50% of the world's population lives
within 100 km of the coastal line, two thirds of all cities
with over 2.5 million inhabitants are located along the
coasts

Russian Geological
Research Institute

«Coastal zones are among the most productive areas in the
world, offering a wide variety of valuable habitats and
ecosystems services that have always attracted humans
and human activities. The beauty and richness of coastal
zones have made them popular settlement areas and
tourist destinations, important business zones and transit
points».

http://ec.europa.eu/

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Natural coasts of
Neva Bay

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Russian Geological
Research Institute
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Russian Geological
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годы

Gorgeeva, Malinin, 2016

Curonian spit

Harff and
Russian Geological
Meyer, 2011 Research
Institute

Wave-cut cliff, Saaremaa

Rosentau et a. 2017. The Baltic Sea Basin, 2017. PreQuaternaary geology of the Baltic Sea region. Modified
from Uscinowicz (2014).
Russian Geological
Research Institute

Aspect relief map of Baltics Region

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Lambeck et al.
2010

Glacial erosion

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Glacial and fluvioglacial accumulation
12.25 ka BP (Salpausselkä I stage)

13.3-13.5 ka BP (Vassiljev et al., 2013) or 12.7
ka BP (Vassiljev et al., 2011)
13.8 and 13.3 ka BP (Pandivere-Neva stage)
Vassiljev J. et al., 2011; 2013;
Saarnisto, M.; Saarinen, T., 2001
Russian Geological
Research Institute

Amantov, Amantova, 2017

esker
Glacial and
glaciofluvial
deposits

eskers

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Narva-Luga Klint Bay

Rosentau A., Muru M., Kriiska A., Subetto D.,
Vassiljev J., Hang T., Gerasimov D., Nordqvist K.,
Ludikova A., Lõugas L., Raig H., Kihno K., Aunap R.,
Letyka N. (2013). Stone Age settlement and
Holocene shore displacement in the Narva-Luga
Klint Bay area, eastern Gulf of Finland. Boreas,
42(4), 912 - 931.
Russian Geological
Research Institute

Narva-Luga Klint Bay

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Sergeev et al., 2018
Russian Geological
Research Institute

W

E

Sediment sequence of the outcrop of a terrace slope stretching along the unpaved road from the village of Bolshoye
Kuzemkino to Narva Bay and interpretation of a GPR profile below the road: 1 – low reflection amplitudes zone
(essentially sandy crossbedded deposits); 2 – moderate reflection amplitudes zone (sandy crossbedded deposits with
gravel); 3 – high reflection amplitudes zone (sandy deposits with gravel and pebbles); 4 – horizontally layered
Russian Geological
subsurface; 5 – inner
boundaries
of Unit-II; 6 – ground water level; 7 – modern soil; 8 – sand; 9 – gravel; 10 – pebbles
Research
Institute
and small boulders; smp – sediment sampling interval.

Cobo, 2014

Cobo, 2015
Russian Geological
Research Institute

Vassiljev J. et al., 2013

Segreev et al., 2018
Russian Geological
Research Institute

22 m
8.5 m

Russian Geological
Research Institute

8.5 m

Sestroretsky
Reservoir

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Sestroretskaya
Lowland

Name of site

Period

Altitude, m

Source

Sosnovaya Gora

Early–Late Neolithic, Early Metal
Epoch (V-III ka cal. BC)

20

S.A. Gamtchenko, 1907–08.

Tarkhovskaya

Late Neolithic, Typical Combed
Ware (IV ka cal. BC)

9

M.Ya. Rudinsky, G.P. Sosnovsky, 1916;
B.F. Zemlyakov, 1922–23.

Sestroretskiye sites

Late Neolithic–Early Metal Epoch
(III ka cal. BC)

6

G.P. Sosnovsky, B.F .Zemlyakov, 1933

Razliv

Late Neolithic (not related to the
shoreline)

20

A.P.Shtakelberg, 1913

Sosnovaya Gora 1

Late Neolithic - Early Metal Epoch
(IV–III ka cal. BC)

8

T.M. Gusentsova, P.E. Sorokin, S.V.
Lisitsyn, D.V. Gerasimov, 2012

Sosnovaya Gora 2

Early Neolithic (?)

11

S.V. Lisitsyn, 2012

Russian Geological
Research Institute

GPR profile within Sestroretsky Razliv
Russian Geological
Research Institute

Okhta-1

Inhabited between 6000 cal.BP
and 3000 cal.BP

“Okhta Cape”

Sorokin , P.E. 2011. Archeological Sites of the Okhta
Cape. Science in Russia. 3, 19–25.
Kulkova, M., Gusentsova, T., Nesterov, E., Sorokin, P.,
Sapelko, T. 2012. Chronology of Neolithic-Early Metal Age
sites at the Okhta river mouth (Saint Petersburg, Russia).
Radiocarbon. 54 (3-4), 1049-1063.
Russian Geological
Research Institute

Russian Geological
Research Institute

About 12,000 items
Russian Geological
Research Institute

Miettinen, A., Savelieva, L., Subetto, D. A.,
Dzhinoridze, R., Arslanov, K. & Hyva.rinen, H. 2007
(October): Palaeoenvironment of the Karelian Isthmus,
the easternmost part of the Gulf of Finland, during the
Litorina Sea stage of the Baltic Sea history.

Rosentau, A., Subetto, D., Letjuka, N.,
Kriiska, A., Lisitsyn, S., Gerasimov, D.,
Nordqvist, K. Holocene water-level
changes of the Baltic Sea in Narva-Luga
klint bay area and its relations with
stone age settlement pattern, 2010

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Two terraces: tops 15 and 7 m
foots 30 and 15 m; thickness 10 m

Kurgalsky
peninsula
Russian Geological
Research Institute

Top 5 m
Foot 8-10 m
Thickness
up to 8 m

Nigri et al., 2020

Kriiska et al., 2011
Russian Geological
Research Institute

Submarine terraces of the southern coast of the Gulf

Top – 5 m
Foot – 10 m
Russian Geological
Research Institute

Russian Geological
Research Institute

1 – modern sand spits; 2 – ancient sand spits; 3 – relict sand spits; 4 – relict lagoons;
5 – sites of sampling for 14C dating. Pictures of relict lagoon marl.

GPR-profile along the modern sand spit

1 – erosion surface of relict coarse-grained sands; 2 - fine-grained sands;
3 – coarse-grained sands; 4 - relict lagoon mud; 5 – buried soils.
Russian Geological
Research Institute

Saarse et al., 2007

Saarse et al., 2009
According to geological modeling (Amantov, 2012) possible
periods of regressive fluctuations are 5600 –5100, 4600 –
4400, 3550 – 3000
Russian Geological
Research Institute

1.

Glacial and glaciofluvial deposits are the main source of material for
coastal zone development during Holocene

2.

During the maximal stage of the Littorina transgression (7600–7200 cal.
BP) several open bays connected with the Littorina Sea appeared in this
area.

3.

The lagoon systems and sand accretion bodies (spits and bars) were
formed during the following decreasing of the sea level. Late Neolithic–
Early Metal Epoch archaeological contexts of the end of the 6th to the
beginning of the 5th ka BP mark the rate of regression.

4.

An analysis of the submarine terraces morphology, geological structure
of sediment basins, relict sand spits morphology, paleorivers’ valleys
and results of modeling shows that several relative sea level drops
during the Holocene (including pre-Ancylus and pre-Littorina
regressions) in the Eastern Gulf of Finland
Russian Geological
Research Institute

Harff, 2017

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Deficit of sand
material after boulder
bench forming in
moraine erosion areas

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Russian Geological
Research Institute

1906

Zelenogorsk

1940

Russian Geological
Research Institute

2014

26.12.2011

28.12.2011
Russian Geological
Research Institute

Artificial beach in Komarovo village (photos by K.Orviku)

Russian Geological
Research Institute

June 2011

December 1, 2011

Russian Geological
Research Institute

December 28, 2011

After storm (December 2013)

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Russian Geological
Research Institute

50 m

ΔH = 50 cm
5m
Russian Geological
Research Institute

5m

5m

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Numerically simulated mean values of
significant wave height (m) in
the Baltic Sea. Tuomi et al., 2011
Russian Geological
Research Institute

Numerically simulated
maximum values of significant wave
height (m) showing areas with highest
extreme waves. Tuomi et al. (2011).

Severe coastal erosion
takes place in case of
coincidence of:
(i) long-lasting western or
south-western storms that
bring high waves,
(ii) high water level (more than
2 m above the mean level
as measured by the Gorny
Institute water level
measurement post,
(iii) absence of stable sea

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Extreme storms:

October 2006, erosion

December 2011, erosion

January 2007, erosion

July 2012, recovery

November 2013, erosion December 2013, erosion
Russian Geological
Research Institute

June 2011, recovery

Autumn-winter:
2006-2007
2011-2012
2013
2015

June 2013, recovery

June 2014, recovery December 2015, erosion
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Prediction of coast erosion rate depending on “erosion event” frequency
(Leontiev, 2013)
Frequency of extreme storms (statistics of 1990-s) 1990-х – 1 per 25 years, rate of
coastal erosion 0.25 m; frequency 1 per 10 years - 0.5 m/year
Russian Geological
Research Institute

200 м

125 м

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Technogenic processes
St. Petersburg Flood Protection
Facility (FPF)

Russian Geological
Research Institute

October 29, 2013

To the west from the FPF

Neva Bay

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Photos by A.Lappo

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Geological time
4 billion years of Earth history = 1 year
January 1, 00:00 – formation of Earth,
March 28 – first bacteria,
December 12 – golden age of
dinosaurs,
December 26 – dinosaurs’ extinction,
December 31, 01:00 – first common ancestor
of man and monkey;
December 31, 17:30 – first Australopithecus,
December 31, 23:56 – first Neanderthal,
December 31, 23:59:56 – Christmas

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Prof. Sergey
Romanovsky,
VSEGEI

The Gulf of Finland Science Days “Facing our common Future”
Helsinki, 13th -14th November, 2019

Contributors

Alexander Sergeev

Igor Neevin
Olga Kovaleva

Russian Geological
Research Institute

Leonid Budanov
Vladimir Zhamoida

Thank you for attention!

RUSSIAN MSP ROADMAP AS AN INSTRUMENT FOR ENHANCING
PARTICIPATION OF RUSSIA IN THE PAN-BALTIC MSP PROCESS

First Draft of the Proposals for the action plan (“Roadmap”) for the promotion of Maritime Spatial
Planning in the Russian Federation
Larisa Danilova, Andrei Lappo
Institute of Maritime Spatial Planning Ermak NorthWest
St. Petersburg, Russia

The Gulf of Finland
Science Days 2021
New start for the Gulf of
Finland co-operation
Tallinn
29-30 November 2021

Baltic sea 2021. Introduction
•

New HELCOM Baltic Sea Action Plan 2021-2030 is adopted

•

New MSP Roadmap for the Baltic Sea Region 2021-2030

•

Capacity4MSP project-platform with the aim to capitalize outcomes and findings of the previous
MSP projects

•

New VASAB LTE up to 2040 is being developed currently

•

Russian MSP Roadmap is under finalization

The purpose of the Roadmap is to develop proposals for the action plan to ensure the MSP
improvement and implementation in the Russian Federation. The cooperation of the Baltic Sea
countries in the field of MSP, carried out within the framework of a joint horizontal action of the
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international regional organizations HELCOM and VASAB, has created the conditions for
accelerating the process of MSP in the Russian Federation.

Russian MSP Roadmap
Justification
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International framework
 UNESCO guides on MSP
 BSAP
 Baltic Region MSP Roadmap
 Bilateral cooperation programs with Sweden, Finland, Estonia, Norway, etc. to
ensure the ecological safety of marine economic activities
 New. Black Sea Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda
National strategies
 Maritime Doctrine of the Russian Federation until 2030
 Decree of the President of the Russian Federation "On the improvement of
maritime activities"
 State Program "Environmental Protection 2012-2020"
 National project "Ecology"

Russian MSP Roadmap
Official support
 Ministry of Natural Resources and Ecology of the Russian Federation – supports the
implementation of the ecosystem-based approach to marine and coastal management
 Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation – supports international cooperation
in the field of Integrated marine management
 Marine Board under the Government of the Russian Federation – supports the
development and Improvement of marine environmental management tools and
education
Russia still don’t have national authority responsible for MSP
Developers
 Institute of maritime spatial planning Ermak NorthWest (ErmakNW)
 Russian State Hydrometeorological University (RSHU)
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Russian supporting platform developed by the Capacity4MSP project:
Leontiev Center (SPb), WWF-Russia (Arctic), Mineral (Baltic Sea), AO IO RAS (Kaliningrad), RTU
MIREA (Moscow), FEFU, POI FE RAS (Far East), SSC RAS (Black Sea), IPA IC (Caspian Sea)

Russian MSP Roadmap
How it was done. Parallel activities
1
Stakeholder
involvement
Informing
Questionnaire
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Round tables,
forums, conferences,
information seminars

2
Data collection
and analysis

Stakeholder
mapping and
survey
More than 10
researches

3
Pilot
Mapping
and planning

Natural resource
and vulnerability
mapping.
Marine and coastal
activities
mapping

4
Outcome
preparation
Draft action plan
Explanatory note
Methodology of
Marine
Functional
Zoning

…

Specificity of the seas of the Russian Federation




Significant total area of marine areas (more than 8.6 million km2)
The length of the coastline is 60,985 km
Significantly different conditions (13 seas, 3 oceans + Caspian Sea)

RUSSIAN LMEs

Challenge: the coastal regions borders
don’t match catchment areas
SEA BASINS AND
CATCHMENT POOLS
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Conferences, sessions, workshops conducted - 13
Дата, регион

Russian MSP Roadmap

Название мероприятия

Сентябрь 2020
Круглый стол «УСТОЙЧИВОЕ РАЗВИТИЕ МОРСКОЙ/СИНЕЙ ЭКОНОМИКИ В
Краснодарский
ЮНЦ РАН, ИО им. П.П.
АЗОВО-ЧЕРНОМОРСКОМ РЕГИОНЕ, ЗНАЧЕНИЕ МОРСКОГО
Ширшова РАН, НИПИ АТП
край, поселок
ПРОСТРАНСТВЕННОГО ПЛАНИРОВАНИЯ - 2020» под эгидой Объединённой
Ермак Северо-Запад
Дюрсо
конференции «Экология. Экономика. Информатика»
(Новороссийск)
Информационный Семинар «МОРСКОЕ ПРОСТРАНСТВЕННОЕ
Сентябрь 2020 ПЛАНИРОВАНИЕ В РОССИЙСКОЙ ФЕДЕРАЦИИ. ЗАЧЕМ ОНО НУЖНО
Москва
РОССИИ?» для представителей федеральных и региональных органов
власти

Stakeholder dialog
Presentations on other events - 10
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19-21 января 2021 г., Международная конференция MSP NATURE 2021
«Nature Conservation in Marine Spatial Planning: how to reconcile human
activities with ecological functions» (онлайн)
18 мая 2021 г., Санкт-Петербург, Законодательное собрание СанктПетербурга;
27 мая 2021 г., Астрахань, Национальная научно-практическая
конференция с международным участием «Каспий в цифровую эпоху»;
28 мая 2021 г., Санкт-Петербург, IX Невский международный
экологический конгресс «Экология планеты – устойчивое развитие»;
02 июня 2021 г., Рига, Латвия, 4th Baltic MSP Forum;
09 июня 2021 г., Санкт-Петербург, в рамках обучающего тренинга
«Управление водными ресурсами урбанизированных территорий»
международного проекта «BSR WATER»;
21 августа 2021 г., Санкт-Петербург, Экологическая конференция в
рамках XII международного экологического фестиваля искусств
КРОНФЕСТ;
21 сентября 2021 г., Севастополь, Всероссийская научная конференция
«Моря России: Год науки и технологий в РФ – Десятилетие наук об
океане ООН»;
19 ноября 2021 года, Ростов-на-Дону, в рамках Международной
конференции ITIBSM-2021 «Innovative Trends in International Business
and Sustainable Management».

Организаторы

Круглый стол «РАЗВИТИЕ СОТРУДНИЧЕСТВА В МОРСКОМ
Октябрь 2020
ПРОСТРАНСТВЕННОМ ПЛАНИРОВАНИИ ЧЕРЕЗ ОБЩИЕ ПРОЕКТЫ» в рамках
Владивосток
международной научной конференции «FarEastCon»
Круглый стол «МОРСКОЕ ПРОСТРАНСТВЕННОЕ ПЛАНИРОВАНИЕ –
Октябрь 2020 ДОРОЖНАЯ КАРТА РОССИЙСКОЙ ФЕДЕРАЦИИ» в рамках Международной
Санктнаучно-практической конференции «Современные проблемы
Петербург гидрометеорологии и мониторинга окружающей среды на пространстве
СНГ»
Круглый стол «Морское пространственное планирование как инструмент
Октябрь 2020
регулирования ЭКОСИСТЕМНОГО ПРИРОДОПОЛЬЗОВАНИЯ в арктических
Мурманск
морях РОССИЙСКОЙ ФЕДЕРАЦИИ»
Январь 2021 Круглый стол «МОРСКОЕ ПРОСТРАНСТВЕННОЕ ПЛАНИРОВАНИЕ – ВЗГЛЯД
Калининград ИЗ КАЛИНИНГРАДСКОЙ ОБЛАСТИ»

Институт Ермак СевероЗапад, РТУ МИРЭА,
Морской университет в
Гдыне
ДВФУ, Институт Ермак
Северо-Запад

РГГМУ, МПА СНГ

WWF-Россия, Институт
Ермак Северо-Запад
ГГМУ, АО ИО РАН

Март 2021
СанктПетербург

Круглый стол «МОРСКОЕ ПРОСТРАНСТВЕННОЕ ПЛАНИРОВАНИЕ» в рамках Институт Ермак СевероЗапад, ГГУП СФ Минерал
Международного форума День Балтийского Моря

Август 2021
СанктПетербург

Межрегиональный Круглый Стол Ленинградской Области И СанктПетербурга «КОМПЛЕКСНОЕ УПРАВЛЕНИЕ ПРИБРЕЖНЫМИ
ТЕРРИТОРИЯМИ ФИНСКОГО ЗАЛИВА. СОВРЕМЕННЫЕ ВЫЗОВЫ И
ВОЗМОЖНЫЕ РЕШЕНИЯ» в рамках XII международного экологического
фестиваля искусств КРОНФЕСТ

Институт Ермак СевероЗапад, Общественный
совет южного берега
Финского залива

Круглый стол «СИСТЕМА СТРАТЕГИЧЕСКОГО ПЛАНИРОВАНИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ
Институт Ермак СевероОктябрь 2021 МОРСКОЙ ДЕЯТЕЛЬНОСТИ РОССИЙСКОЙ ФЕДЕРАЦИИ И МОРСКОЕ
Запад, МИД РФ,
СанктПРОСТРАНСТВЕННОЕ ПЛАНИРОВАНИЕ» в рамках XIX Общероссийского
Леонтьевский центр, РТУ
Петербург Форума «Стратегическое Планирование В Регионах И Городах России 2020МИРЭА
2021»
Круглый стол «ЧЕРНОЕ МОРЕ И СИНЯЯ ЭКОНОМИКА: ЭКОСИСТЕМНОЕ
Ноябрь 2021 УПРАВЛЕНИЕ И МОРСКОЕ ПРОСТРАНСТВЕННОЕ ПЛАНИРОВАНИЕ» в рамках
Ростов-на-Дону Международной конференции ITIBSM-2021 «Innovative Trends in
International Business and Sustainable Management»
Ноябрь 2021
Балтийский Форум Планировщиков (онлайн), презентация предложений в
Балтийское
ДК МПП и особенностей экосистемного подхода к планированию
море

ЮФУ, РТУ МИРЭА,
Институт Ермак СевероЗапад
Институт Ермак СевероЗапад, РГГМУ

Сессия по предложениям в Российскую Дорожную карту МПП в рамках
Институт ЕРМАК СЕВЕРОНоябрь 2021
конференции «The Gulf of Finland Science Days 2021 “New start for the Gulf ЗАПАД, SYKE, Финляндия,
Таллин
Академия наук Эстонии
of Finland co-operation»
Декабрь 2021
Международная научно-практическая конференция «ЭКОЛОГИЧЕСКИСанктДРУЖЕСТВЕННОЕ РАЗВИТИЕ ПРИБРЕЖНЫХ ЗОН И МОРСКИХ АКВАТОРИЙ»
Петербург

РГГМУ, МПА СНГ

Russian MSP Roadmap
SURVEY FOR STAKEHOLDERS OF THE
RUSSIAN COASTAL REGIONS
JULY-AUGUST 2020

MAIN KINDS OF MARITIME ACTIVITIES IN RUSSIA

TOTAL

BALTIC
SEA

OTHER
SEAS

INQUIRIES

450

210

230

ANSWERS
RECEIVED

219

155

64

SUPPORTED MSP
PROMOTION

149
(68%)

93
(60%)

56
(88%)

SUPPORTED THE
DEVELOPMENT
OF A PILOT MSP
IN THEIR REGION

137
(63%)

116
(75%)

21
(33%)

Shipping
Fishing
Marine tourism
NPA
UCH
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Mining of mineral resources
Other
Traditional use by indigenous people
Hydrocarbon production

Russian MSP Roadmap
SURVEY FOR STAKEHOLDERS OF THE RUSSIAN COASTAL REGIONS.
JULY-AUGUST 2020
MARITIME ACTIVITIES THAT CAUSED PUBLIC CONCERNS
Nature Protection and environment
Industrial use
Recreation and tourism on the shore
Marine tourism
Traditional use by local people
Other
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MSP NATURE 2021
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RUSSIAN MSP ROADMAP PILLARS
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2

3

Pillar 1
institutional
arrangements

Pillar 2
Legislation
arrangements

Pillar 3
Scientific research

aimed at
forming the
institutional
foundations of
marine spatial
planning in the
Russian
Federation

Inclusion of MSP
in the system of
strategic and
territorial
planning
documents of
the Russian
Federation

Creation of
regulatory and
legal
methodological,
organizational,
administrative
framework

4
Pillar 3
Education, skills
and capacity
building

Building human
resources for the
implementation
of MSP in the
practice of
marine
environmental
management

5
Pillar 5
Maritime spatial
plans development

Development of
MSPs will
expand spatial
planning to the
marine area of
Russia
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Pillar 1
institutional
arrangements

1

2

3

PILLAR 1. INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
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4

Aimed at forming the institutional foundations of MSP in the Russian Federation.
They provide for the main actions that allow to form the structure of management bodies
and launch the official process of introducing MSP into the regulatory framework of the
Russian Federation and marine environmental management practical activities

5

Russian MSP Roadmap
RUSSIAN MSP ROADMAP PILLARS

1

2

Pillar 2
Legislation
arrangements

Pillar 3
Scientific research

3

PILLAR 1. LEGISLATION ARRANGEMENTS
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4

aimed
MSPatis inextricably linked with the management of marine activities, state and regional
legislation
forming
the on the use of marine resources and nature conservation. The inclusion of MSP
in the system of strategic and territorial planning documents of the Russian Federation is
institutional
possible only
foundations
of if appropriate amendments are made to the legislative acts of the Russian
Federation and the constituent entities of the Russian Federation. These changes should
marine
spatial
concern not only the MSP, but also related acts.
planning in the
Russian
Federation

5
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Pillar 1
institutional
arrangements

1

Pillar 2
Legislation
arrangements

2

3

Pillar 3
Scientific research

4

PILLAR 3. SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL MEASURES
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aimed
Theat
legal MSP framework planning should be supported by regulatory and legal documents
of a methodological,
organizational and administrative nature. Some of them can be
forming
the
developed only at the national level, others are of regional nature and should relate to the
institutional
level of theofcoastal subject of the Russian Federation.
foundations
Of particular importance is analysis of the impact of external influences on marine
marine
spatial
ecosystems, the sensitivity of ecosystems to anthropogenic loads and the ability to restore
planning
in the
them, interaction with neighboring countries on transnational issues.
Russian
Federation

5
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Pillar 1
institutional
arrangements

1

Pillar 2
Legislation
arrangements

2

Pillar 3
Scientific research

3

PILLAR 4. EDUCATION AND TRAINING
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4

aimed
at
Education
creates human resources and provides methodological support for the
implementation
of MSP tools in the practice of IMM. Staff training is carried out through
forming
the
academic training (master's level) and the additional education programs. Vocational
institutional
educational
foundations
ofprograms for a master's degree can be carried out on the basis of existing
enlarged groups of specialties and areas of training.
marine
spatial
Roadmap propose to create three educational and research centers, in accordance with
planning
in the
the three directions of the national maritime policy (Atlantic, Pacific and Arctic) on the
Russian
basis of the regional Universities.
Federation

5
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Pillar 1
institutional
arrangements

1

Pillar 2
Legislation
arrangements

2

Pillar 3
Scientific research

3

PILLAR 5. MARINE SPATIAL PLANS
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4

aimed
at
Development
of plans for the sea areas of the Russian Federation will expand spatial
planning
forming
theto the entire territory and marine area of Russia, including EEZ and the
continental shelf under Russia’s jurisdiction, and create conditions for sustainable Blue
institutional
economy, for
foundations
of increasing the welfare of coastal regions while maintaining the health of the
ocean ecosystem.
marine
spatial
planning in the
Russian
Federation

5

Russian MSP Roadmap Flowchart
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Pilot MSP of the Eastern part of the Gulf of Finland
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Pilot MSP of the South-East Baltic
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Explanatory note
MSP FAQ

Content
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 Is MSP a self-sufficient tool?

I.

Regional features of the

 How are MSP and landscape planning related?

II.

MSP background

 What does the ecosystem approach to MSP mean?

III.

Distribution of powers between
authorities

 How MSP different from ICM and IMM?

IV.

MSP in the system of strategic
planning documents

 Why do other countries have MSP, but Russia still does not have it?

V.

Ecosystem-based approach

VI.

MSP process

VII. Interaction with stakeholders

The Gulf of Finland
Science Days 2021
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Finland co-operation

 Why does Russia need MSP?

VIII. Alignment and approval of the
developed MSPs
IX.

Education and training

X.

MSP FAQ

 What are the benefits of MSP?
 Wouldn't other countries dictate what Russia should do in its seas?
 What happens if there is no MSP in Russia?
 Will it turn out that we in the national MSP will disclose information
containing commercial or military secrets?
 What is the threat to Russia of the MSP implementation in neighboring
countries?
 Could it interfere with our interests?
 Can the Russian Marine Board assume the functions of an authorized
MSP authority?

Explanatory note

Authors: Andrei Lappo, Larisa Danilova, Tatiana Eremina, Nikolai Plink
As one of the authors I am happy to express our gratitude to everyone who took part in the
preparation and discussion of the Russian MSP Roadmap, as well as to those who contributed
to the marine areas sections:
Baltic Sea:
Arctic seas:
Far East:
Black Sea:
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M. Shilin, B. Chubarenko, D. Domnin, M. Vilner
E. Khmeleva
Y. Blinovskaya
E. Antonidze

Especially valuable is contribution of A. Anisimovets, who prepared
Annex 1 “Pilot MSPs for the Baltic Sea”

Next steps
 At the middle of November 2021 First Draft of the Proposals for the action plan (“Roadmap”) for
the promotion of Maritime Spatial Planning in the Russian Federation was submitted to the Expert
Council of the Marine Board under the Government of the Russian Federation and sent to the
spatial planners, MSP experts, environmentalists, representatives of public organizations who
supports MSP for expert consultations and comments.
 After the first round of this discussion, the Draft would be amended and completed, then Russian
MSP Roadmap would be translated into English and shared.
 Follow-up (outside the life of the Capacity4MSP project) depends on Maritime Board – do they
support MSP or oppose it.
 The discussion is very heated, but it started and it’s already a big success.
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 The project allowed us to launch the discussion. Science people support MSP in all coastal regions.
Regional administrations not ready to make a decision, they hesitate. Some sectors are opposed, for
ex. shipping, military people. It is important now to keep the process alive and to continue contacts
with the regions and coastal public.
 It is also important to bring together related processes and policies - Blue Growth and Blue
economy, UN Ocean Decade, etc.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
KIITOS HUOMIOSTA!
TÄNAN TÄHELEPANU EEST!
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Larisa Danilova, Andrei Lappo
ErmakNW
info@ermaknw.ru

Finland’s Maritime Spatial Plan 2030

Riku Varjopuro
Finnish Environment Institute

Photo Regional Council of Kymenlaakso

MARITIME SPATIAL PLANNING
(MSP DIRECTIVE 2014/89/EU; LAND USE AND BUILDING ACT 67a)
• The purpose of MSP is to promote
-

sustainble blue growth
sustainable use of natural resources, and
good status of the marine environment.

• The needs of the different maritime sectors are examined in order
to coordinate them and find synergies.
-

natural values and cultural heritage
energy
maritime logistics
maritime industry and ports
fishing and aquaculture
tourism and recreation
(exstractive sector and blue biotechnology)

• Attention is paid to national defence needs.
• Ecosystem-Based Approach (EBA), Land-Sea Interactions (LSI), and
characteristics of the marine areas are central elements in MSP
www.merialuesuunnittelu.fi/en

MARITIME SPATIAL PLAN, territorial waters and
EEZ, Responsible authority Regional Councils
Strategic

REGIONAL LAND USE PLAN, covers territorial waters,
responsible authority Regional Councils
Legally
guiding

LOCAL MASTER PLAN, covers territorial
waters, responsible authority Municipalities
Legally
guiding

MARITIME SPATIAL PLAN 2030 FOR FINLAND
The maritime spatial plan identifies the
needs of the marine environment and the
wellbeing of maritime actors equally,
without placing them in an order of
importance. The sectors examined have
different societal and community values,
which the plan seeks to foster.
The plan indicates areas and connections
of significance and with potential.

The plan identifies the current and future
potentials and synergies of maritime
industries and the marine environment. By
its nature, the plan opens up opportunities
rather than excluding them.

www.merialuesuunnittelu.fi/en/
www.merialuesuunnitelma.fi

www.merialuesuunnitelma.fi

Thank you!

Riku.Varjopuro
@syke.fi

RUSSIAN MSP ROADMAP AS AN INSTRUMENT FOR ENHANCING
PARTICIPATION OF RUSSIA IN THE PAN-BALTIC MSP PROCESS
First Draft of the Proposals for the action plan (“Roadmap”) for the promotion of Maritime Spatial
Planning in the Russian Federation
Larisa Danilova, Andrei Lappo
Institute of Maritime Spatial Planning Ermak NorthWest
St. Petersburg, Russia
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Baltic sea 2021. Introduction
•

New HELCOM Baltic Sea Action Plan 2021-2030 is adopted

•

New MSP Roadmap for the Baltic Sea Region 2021-2030

•

Capacity4MSP project-platform with the aim to capitalize outcomes and findings of the previous
MSP projects

•

New VASAB LTE up to 2040 is being developed currently

•

Russian MSP Roadmap is under finalization

The purpose of the Roadmap is to develop proposals for the action plan to ensure the MSP
improvement and implementation in the Russian Federation. The cooperation of the Baltic Sea
countries in the field of MSP, carried out within the framework of a joint horizontal action of the
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international regional organizations HELCOM and VASAB, has created the conditions for
accelerating the process of MSP in the Russian Federation.

Russian MSP Roadmap
Justification
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International framework
 UNESCO guides on MSP
 BSAP
 Baltic Region MSP Roadmap
 Bilateral cooperation programs with Sweden, Finland, Estonia, Norway, etc. to
ensure the ecological safety of marine economic activities
 New. Black Sea Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda
National strategies
 Maritime Doctrine of the Russian Federation until 2030
 Decree of the President of the Russian Federation "On the improvement of
maritime activities"
 State Program "Environmental Protection 2012-2020"
 National project "Ecology"

Russian MSP Roadmap
Official support
 Ministry of Natural Resources and Ecology of the Russian Federation – supports the
implementation of the ecosystem-based approach to marine and coastal management
 Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation – supports international cooperation
in the field of Integrated marine management
 Marine Board under the Government of the Russian Federation – supports the
development and Improvement of marine environmental management tools and
education
Russia still don’t have national authority responsible for MSP
Developers
 Institute of maritime spatial planning Ermak NorthWest (ErmakNW)
 Russian State Hydrometeorological University (RSHU)
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Russian supporting platform developed by the Capacity4MSP project:
Leontiev Center (SPb), WWF-Russia (Arctic), Mineral (Baltic Sea), AO IO RAS (Kaliningrad), RTU
MIREA (Moscow), FEFU, POI FE RAS (Far East), SSC RAS (Black Sea), IPA IC (Caspian Sea)

Russian MSP Roadmap
How it was done. Parallel activities
1
Stakeholder
involvement

Informing
Questionnaire
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Round tables,
forums, conferences,
information seminars

2
Data collection
and analysis

Stakeholder
mapping and
survey
More than 10
researches

3
Pilot
Mapping
and planning

Natural resource
and vulnerability
mapping.
Marine and coastal
activities
mapping

4
Outcome
preparation
Draft action plan
Explanatory note
Methodology of
Marine
Functional
Zoning

…

Specificity of the seas of the Russian Federation




Significant total area of marine areas (more than 8.6 million km2)
The length of the coastline is 60,985 km
Significantly different conditions (13 seas, 3 oceans + Caspian Sea)

RUSSIAN LMEs

Challenge: the coastal regions borders
don’t match catchment areas
SEA BASINS AND
CATCHMENT POOLS

The Gulf of Finland
Science Days 2021
New start for the Gulf of
Finland co-operation
Tallinn
29-30 November 2021

Conferences, sessions, workshops conducted - 13
Дата, регион

Russian MSP Roadmap

Название мероприятия

Сентябрь 2020
Круглый стол «УСТОЙЧИВОЕ РАЗВИТИЕ МОРСКОЙ/СИНЕЙ ЭКОНОМИКИ В
Краснодарский
ЮНЦ РАН, ИО им. П.П.
АЗОВО-ЧЕРНОМОРСКОМ РЕГИОНЕ, ЗНАЧЕНИЕ МОРСКОГО
край, поселок
Ширшова РАН, НИПИ АТП
ПРОСТРАНСТВЕННОГО ПЛАНИРОВАНИЯ - 2020» под эгидой Объединённой
Дюрсо
Ермак Северо-Запад
конференции «Экология. Экономика. Информатика»
(Новороссийск)
Информационный Семинар «МОРСКОЕ ПРОСТРАНСТВЕННОЕ
Сентябрь 2020 ПЛАНИРОВАНИЕ В РОССИЙСКОЙ ФЕДЕРАЦИИ. ЗАЧЕМ ОНО НУЖНО
Москва
РОССИИ?» для представителей федеральных и региональных органов
власти

Stakeholder dialog
Presentations on other events - 10

The Gulf of Finland
Science Days 2021
New start for the Gulf of
Finland co-operation
Tallinn
29-30 November 2021

19-21 января 2021 г., Международная конференция MSP NATURE 2021
«Nature Conservation in Marine Spatial Planning: how to reconcile human
activities with ecological functions» (онлайн)
18 мая 2021 г., Санкт-Петербург, Законодательное собрание СанктПетербурга;
27 мая 2021 г., Астрахань, Национальная научно-практическая
конференция с международным участием «Каспий в цифровую эпоху»;
28 мая 2021 г., Санкт-Петербург, IX Невский международный
экологический конгресс «Экология планеты – устойчивое развитие»;
02 июня 2021 г., Рига, Латвия, 4th Baltic MSP Forum;
09 июня 2021 г., Санкт-Петербург, в рамках обучающего тренинга
«Управление водными ресурсами урбанизированных территорий»
международного проекта «BSR WATER»;
21 августа 2021 г., Санкт-Петербург, Экологическая конференция в
рамках XII международного экологического фестиваля искусств
КРОНФЕСТ;
21 сентября 2021 г., Севастополь, Всероссийская научная конференция
«Моря России: Год науки и технологий в РФ – Десятилетие наук об
океане ООН»;
19 ноября 2021 года, Ростов-на-Дону, в рамках Международной
конференции ITIBSM-2021 «Innovative Trends in International Business
and Sustainable Management».

Организаторы

Круглый стол «РАЗВИТИЕ СОТРУДНИЧЕСТВА В МОРСКОМ
Октябрь 2020
ПРОСТРАНСТВЕННОМ ПЛАНИРОВАНИИ ЧЕРЕЗ ОБЩИЕ ПРОЕКТЫ» в рамках
Владивосток
международной научной конференции «FarEastCon»
Круглый стол «МОРСКОЕ ПРОСТРАНСТВЕННОЕ ПЛАНИРОВАНИЕ –
Октябрь 2020 ДОРОЖНАЯ КАРТА РОССИЙСКОЙ ФЕДЕРАЦИИ» в рамках Международной
Санктнаучно-практической конференции «Современные проблемы
Петербург гидрометеорологии и мониторинга окружающей среды на пространстве
СНГ»
Круглый стол «Морское пространственное планирование как инструмент
Октябрь 2020
регулирования ЭКОСИСТЕМНОГО ПРИРОДОПОЛЬЗОВАНИЯ в арктических
Мурманск
морях РОССИЙСКОЙ ФЕДЕРАЦИИ»
Январь 2021 Круглый стол «МОРСКОЕ ПРОСТРАНСТВЕННОЕ ПЛАНИРОВАНИЕ – ВЗГЛЯД
Калининград ИЗ КАЛИНИНГРАДСКОЙ ОБЛАСТИ»

Институт Ермак СевероЗапад, РТУ МИРЭА,
Морской университет в
Гдыне
ДВФУ, Институт Ермак
Северо-Запад

РГГМУ, МПА СНГ

WWF-Россия, Институт
Ермак Северо-Запад
ГГМУ, АО ИО РАН

Март 2021
СанктПетербург

Круглый стол «МОРСКОЕ ПРОСТРАНСТВЕННОЕ ПЛАНИРОВАНИЕ» в рамках Институт Ермак СевероМеждународного форума День Балтийского Моря
Запад, ГГУП СФ Минерал

Август 2021
СанктПетербург

Межрегиональный Круглый Стол Ленинградской Области И СанктПетербурга «КОМПЛЕКСНОЕ УПРАВЛЕНИЕ ПРИБРЕЖНЫМИ
ТЕРРИТОРИЯМИ ФИНСКОГО ЗАЛИВА. СОВРЕМЕННЫЕ ВЫЗОВЫ И
ВОЗМОЖНЫЕ РЕШЕНИЯ» в рамках XII международного экологического
фестиваля искусств КРОНФЕСТ

Институт Ермак СевероЗапад, Общественный
совет южного берега
Финского залива

Круглый стол «СИСТЕМА СТРАТЕГИЧЕСКОГО ПЛАНИРОВАНИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ
Институт Ермак СевероОктябрь 2021 МОРСКОЙ ДЕЯТЕЛЬНОСТИ РОССИЙСКОЙ ФЕДЕРАЦИИ И МОРСКОЕ
Запад, МИД РФ,
СанктПРОСТРАНСТВЕННОЕ ПЛАНИРОВАНИЕ» в рамках XIX Общероссийского
Леонтьевский центр, РТУ
Петербург Форума «Стратегическое Планирование В Регионах И Городах России 2020МИРЭА
2021»
Круглый стол «ЧЕРНОЕ МОРЕ И СИНЯЯ ЭКОНОМИКА: ЭКОСИСТЕМНОЕ
Ноябрь 2021 УПРАВЛЕНИЕ И МОРСКОЕ ПРОСТРАНСТВЕННОЕ ПЛАНИРОВАНИЕ» в рамках
Ростов-на-Дону Международной конференции ITIBSM-2021 «Innovative Trends in
International Business and Sustainable Management»
Ноябрь 2021
Балтийский Форум Планировщиков (онлайн), презентация предложений в
Балтийское
ДК МПП и особенностей экосистемного подхода к планированию
море

ЮФУ, РТУ МИРЭА,
Институт Ермак СевероЗапад
Институт Ермак СевероЗапад, РГГМУ

Сессия по предложениям в Российскую Дорожную карту МПП в рамках
Ноябрь 2021
конференции «The Gulf of Finland Science Days 2021 “New start for the Gulf
Таллин
of Finland co-operation»

Институт ЕРМАК СЕВЕРОЗАПАД, SYKE, Финляндия,
Академия наук Эстонии

Декабрь 2021
Международная научно-практическая конференция «ЭКОЛОГИЧЕСКИСанктДРУЖЕСТВЕННОЕ РАЗВИТИЕ ПРИБРЕЖНЫХ ЗОН И МОРСКИХ АКВАТОРИЙ»
Петербург

РГГМУ, МПА СНГ

Russian MSP Roadmap
SURVEY FOR STAKEHOLDERS OF THE
RUSSIAN COASTAL REGIONS
JULY-AUGUST 2020

MAIN KINDS OF MARITIME ACTIVITIES IN RUSSIA

TOTAL

BALTIC
SEA

OTHER
SEAS

INQUIRIES

450

210

230

ANSWERS
RECEIVED

219

155

64

SUPPORTED MSP
PROMOTION

149
(68%)

93
(60%)

56
(88%)

SUPPORTED THE
DEVELOPMENT
OF A PILOT MSP
IN THEIR REGION

137
(63%)

116
(75%)

21
(33%)

Shipping
Fishing
Marine tourism
NPA
UCH
The Gulf of Finland
Science Days 2021
New start for the Gulf of
Finland co-operation
Tallinn
29-30 November 2021

Mining of mineral resources
Other
Traditional use by indigenous people
Hydrocarbon production

Russian MSP Roadmap
SURVEY FOR STAKEHOLDERS OF THE RUSSIAN COASTAL REGIONS.
JULY-AUGUST 2020

MARITIME ACTIVITIES THAT CAUSED PUBLIC CONCERNS
Nature Protection and environment
Industrial use
Recreation and tourism on the shore
Marine tourism

Traditional use by local people
Other
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MSP NATURE 2021
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2

3

Pillar 1
institutional
arrangements

Pillar 2
Legislation
arrangements

Pillar 3
Scientific research

aimed at
forming the
institutional
foundations of
marine spatial
planning in the
Russian
Federation

Inclusion of MSP
in the system of
strategic and
territorial
planning
documents of
the Russian
Federation

Creation of
regulatory and
legal
methodological,
organizational,
administrative
framework

4
Pillar 3
Education, skills
and capacity
building

Building human
resources for the
implementation
of MSP in the
practice of
marine
environmental
management

5
Pillar 5
Maritime spatial
plans development

Development of
MSPs will
expand spatial
planning to the
marine area of
Russia
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RUSSIAN MSP ROADMAP PILLARS

Pillar 1
institutional
arrangements

1

2

3

4

PILLAR 1. INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
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Finland co-operation
Tallinn
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Aimed at forming the institutional foundations of MSP in the Russian Federation.
They provide for the main actions that allow to form the structure of management bodies
and launch the official process of introducing MSP into the regulatory framework of the
Russian Federation and marine environmental management practical activities

5

Russian MSP Roadmap
RUSSIAN MSP ROADMAP PILLARS

1

2

Pillar 2
Legislation
arrangements

Pillar 3
Scientific research

3

4

PILLAR 1. LEGISLATION ARRANGEMENTS
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aimed
MSPatis inextricably linked with the management of marine activities, state and regional
legislation
forming
the on the use of marine resources and nature conservation. The inclusion of MSP
in the system of strategic and territorial planning documents of the Russian Federation is
institutional
possible only
foundations
of if appropriate amendments are made to the legislative acts of the Russian
Federation and the constituent entities of the Russian Federation. These changes should
marine
spatial
concern not only the MSP, but also related acts.
planning in the
Russian
Federation

5
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Pillar 1
institutional
arrangements

1

Pillar 2
Legislation
arrangements

2

3

Pillar 3
Scientific research

4

PILLAR 3. SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL MEASURES
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aimed
Theat
legal MSP framework planning should be supported by regulatory and legal documents
of a methodological,
organizational and administrative nature. Some of them can be
forming
the
developed only at the national level, others are of regional nature and should relate to the
institutional
level of theofcoastal subject of the Russian Federation.
foundations
Of particular importance is analysis of the impact of external influences on marine
marine
spatial
ecosystems, the sensitivity of ecosystems to anthropogenic loads and the ability to restore
planning
in the
them, interaction with neighboring countries on transnational issues.
Russian
Federation

5
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1

Pillar 1
institutional
arrangements

2

Pillar 2
Legislation
arrangements

Pillar 3
Scientific research

3

4

PILLAR 4. EDUCATION AND TRAINING
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aimed
at
Education
creates human resources and provides methodological support for the
implementation
of MSP tools in the practice of IMM. Staff training is carried out through
forming
the
academic training (master's level) and the additional education programs. Vocational
institutional
educational
foundations
ofprograms for a master's degree can be carried out on the basis of existing
enlarged groups of specialties and areas of training.
marine
spatial
Roadmap propose to create three educational and research centers, in accordance with
planning
in the
the three directions of the national maritime policy (Atlantic, Pacific and Arctic) on the
Russian
basis of the regional Universities.
Federation
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Pillar 1
institutional
arrangements

1

Pillar 2
Legislation
arrangements

2

Pillar 3
Scientific research

3

4

PILLAR 5. MARINE SPATIAL PLANS
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aimed
at
Development
of plans for the sea areas of the Russian Federation will expand spatial
planning
forming
theto the entire territory and marine area of Russia, including EEZ and the
continental shelf under Russia’s jurisdiction, and create conditions for sustainable Blue
institutional
economy, for
foundations
of increasing the welfare of coastal regions while maintaining the health of the
ocean ecosystem.
marine
spatial
planning in the
Russian
Federation

5

Russian MSP Roadmap Flowchart
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Pilot MSP of the Eastern part of the Gulf of Finland
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Pilot MSP of the South-East Baltic
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Explanatory note
MSP FAQ
 Why does Russia need MSP?

Content

 Is MSP a self-sufficient tool?

I.

Regional features of the

 How are MSP and landscape planning related?

II.

MSP background

 What does the ecosystem approach to MSP mean?

III.

Distribution of powers between
authorities

 How MSP different from ICM and IMM?

IV.

MSP in the system of strategic
planning documents

 Why do other countries have MSP, but Russia still does not have it?

V.

Ecosystem-based approach

VI.

MSP process

VII. Interaction with stakeholders

The Gulf of Finland
Science Days 2021
New start for the Gulf of
Finland co-operation
Tallinn
29-30 November 2021

 What are the benefits of MSP?

 Wouldn't other countries dictate what Russia should do in its seas?
 What happens if there is no MSP in Russia?
 Will it turn out that we in the national MSP will disclose information
containing commercial or military secrets?

VIII. Alignment and approval of the
developed MSPs

 What is the threat to Russia of the MSP implementation in neighboring
countries?

IX.

Education and training

 Could it interfere with our interests?

X.

MSP FAQ

 Can the Russian Marine Board assume the functions of an authorized
MSP authority?

Explanatory note

Authors: Andrei Lappo, Larisa Danilova, Tatiana Eremina, Nikolai Plink
As one of the authors I am happy to express our gratitude to everyone who took part in the
preparation and discussion of the Russian MSP Roadmap, as well as to those who contributed
to the marine areas sections:
Baltic Sea:
Arctic seas:
Far East:
Black Sea:
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M. Shilin, B. Chubarenko, D. Domnin, M. Vilner
E. Khmeleva
Y. Blinovskaya
E. Antonidze

Especially valuable is contribution of A. Anisimovets, who prepared
Annex 1 “Pilot MSPs for the Baltic Sea”

Next steps
 At the middle of November 2021 First Draft of the Proposals for the action plan (“Roadmap”) for
the promotion of Maritime Spatial Planning in the Russian Federation was submitted to the Expert
Council of the Marine Board under the Government of the Russian Federation and sent to the
spatial planners, MSP experts, environmentalists, representatives of public organizations who
supports MSP for expert consultations and comments.
 After the first round of this discussion, the Draft would be amended and completed, then Russian
MSP Roadmap would be translated into English and shared.
 Follow-up (outside the life of the Capacity4MSP project) depends on Maritime Board – do they
support MSP or oppose it.
 The discussion is very heated, but it started and it’s already a big success.

 The project allowed us to launch the discussion. Science people support MSP in all coastal regions.
Regional administrations not ready to make a decision, they hesitate. Some sectors are opposed, for
ex. shipping, military people. It is important now to keep the process alive and to continue contacts
with the regions and coastal public.
The Gulf of Finland
Science Days 2021
New start for the Gulf of
Finland co-operation
Tallinn
29-30 November 2021

 It is also important to bring together related processes and policies - Blue Growth and Blue
economy, UN Ocean Decade, etc.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
KIITOS HUOMIOSTA!
TÄNAN TÄHELEPANU EEST!
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Larisa Danilova, Andrei Lappo
ErmakNW
info@ermaknw.ru

MSP in Estonia
Practical experiences from the process
Eleri Kautlenbach
Adviser of Spatial Planning Department

29.11.2021

* Hiiu MSP was abolished by the
National Court of Estonia on August
8th 2018 regarding OWE.

Focus of the MSP

Eesti Vabariik

• Strategical spatial development document at the state level
• The primary focus - combined use and new uses
• Based of environmental considerations and the best available
knowledge. Additional analyses:
– Seals
– Bird stopover locations
– Economic model (added ecosystem service map layers) + cumulative impact
model – PlanWise4Blue
– Analysis of the visual impacts of wind farms

• Gives guidelines and conditions to next phases

Eesti Vabariik

Marine uses in MSP
• Fishing
• Aquaculture (Fish farming,
shellfish- and algae farming)
• Marine transport
• Maritime rescue, pollution response
and guarding the state border
• Renewable energy
• Seabed infrastructure
• Marine tourism and recreation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protected natural objects
Marine culture
Cultural monuments
National defence
Mineral resources
Dumping
Permanent connections (TallinnHelsinki; Saaremaa)
• Land-sea interactions

Impact assessment
Extended Impact Assessment - not a traditional, only natural environment-centered
approach. MSP impact assessment process integrates the SEA with the assessment of
the social (including health), cultural, and economic impacts.

Eesti Vabariik

Broad-based expertise - the IA is compiled by OÜ Hendrikson & Ko in cooperation with
experts from the University of Tartu, the Estonian Marine Institute of the University of
Tartu, the Center for Applied Research in Social Sciences, the University of Tallinn and
OÜ Roheline Rada.

Stage 1

Stage 2

In national process next steps:

⮚ Adjusting the documents – march april 2021
⮚ Coordination and public consultation periood – may-june 2021
⮚ Amendments – july-september 2021
Eesti Vabariik

⮚ Coordination – october 2021
⮚ Public display of the final solution – november 2021
⮚ Distributing the plan to The Govenment for adoption

Adoption in January 2022

Stage 3

What to learn?
• Talk with people and give them opportunity to ask directly
from you
• Covered topics usually needs clarifications
• Translations are necessary, summaries are not enough
Eesti Vabariik

• If you have a problem, ask your neighbours
• Extended Impact Assessment has helped to justify the
solutions

Questions?

Eleri Kautlenbach
Adviser of Spatial Planning Department
eleri.kautlenbach@fin.ee

A geomorphic perspective on
paradigms, history and coastal spatial
planning in the Gulf of Finland
Kevin Parnell & Tarmo Soomere
Department of Cybernetics
School of Science
Tallinn University of Technology
Estonia

Paradigm
• “A set of ideas that are used for understanding or explaining
something, especially in a particular subject.”
• Paradigm shifts
• The prevailing paradigm can and does significantly influence
environmental management practices.

Coastal management paradigms
• 1980s – 1990s Coastal Hazards
➢CHZ = [(NxR) + C + S] x (1 + F)
CHZ = erosion prone area width (metres)
N = planning period (years)
R = rate of long-term erosion (metres per year)
C = short-term erosion from the design storm or cyclone (metres)
S = erosion due to sea level rise (metres)
F = safety (or uncertainty) factor (typical range 0 – 1)

➢This approach has been used in many places.

Coastal management paradigms
• 1990s – 2010s Integrated Coastal Zone Management (ICZM)
• An outcome of the 1992 Earth Summit of Rio de Janeiro, Agenda 21.
• A resource management system following an integrative, holistic approach and an interactive planning
process in addressing the complex management issues in the coastal area (Thia-Eng, 1993).
• EU definition [COM(2000) 547 final]
“A dynamic, multidisciplinary and iterative process to promote sustainable management of coastal
zones. . . uses the informed participation and cooperation of all stakeholders . . . to take actions
towards meeting objectives. . . . to balance environmental, economic, social, cultural and
recreational objectives, within the limits set by natural dynamics. . . .”
• A good idea but there are few examples of successful, long-term implementation (examples: Shipman B
& Stojanovic T (2007) Facts, Fictions, and Failures of Integrated Coastal Zone Management in Europe,
Coastal Management, 35:2-3, 375-398).
• “The participative ‘bottom-up’ approaches of contemporary European ICZM are ineffectual and
unsustainable” (McKenna and Cooper, 2006, Area, 28.4, 421-431).

Coastal management paradigms
• 2000s – 2020s Adaptation
➢ Increasing concern about the implications of climate change, particularly sea-level rise.
➢ Acceptance that the impacts will be substantial for most coastal environments and
communities.

➢ e.g. National Climate Change Adaptation Facility (Australia)
➢ Wide range of responses: hard and soft engineering, spatial planning, managed retreat etc.

Property rights
• Underlying all of these paradigms in many countries are issues relating to property rights.
➢ The right to protect private property.
➢ Private property rights vs public property rights.
• Who pays?

• An example: SEAWALLS
➢ Many societies have entrenched private property rights including the right to protect private land from
erosion, however . . . .
➢ . . . most societies also assume the right of everybody to be able to enjoy beaches and coasts, and want
the protection of coastal amenity.
➢ When coasts are eroding, these two world views are incompatible.

Profile view

Land

Beach

Beach
Sea

Land

Map View

‘Dry’ beach

Sea

A seawall is built to protect a section of eroding coast

The erosion process
continues. On the
‘unprotected’ sections the
whole profile retreats, and
a dry beach remains.

On the ‘protected’ section, the lower
profile retreat continues at the same rate
as on the ‘unprotected’ coast, resulting in
the loss of the dry beach. This is a process
called PASSIVE EROSION.

Beach is protected
(but further inland).

Assets behind the
seawall are protected
but the dry beach is
lost.

Beach is protected
(but further inland).

“Beach Protection” is actually Asset Protection.

Kloogarand, Estonia

Property rights
• Most experts agree that:
➢If a beach is eroding, a properly built seawall WILL protect assets and WILL
result in the loss of the dry beach.

➢Few countries with sandy or soft-rock shorelines have the resources to
maintain them in their current positions.
➢Beaches will remain healthy IF they can migrate (ambulatory).

The Gulf of Finland
• Finland: What problem? Hard coasts and isostatic uplift.

• Russia: Generally wide setback, but this may be changing, e.g.
Druzhinin A.G. 2017. The coastalisation of population in today’s
Russia: A socio-geographical explication, Baltic Region 9(2) 19-30.
• Estonia: Either because of a tradition of not building near the
coast, history, or the Nature Conservation Act (2004), coastal
buffers (setbacks) are generally large, but this may be changing.

Estonia: Restricted areas 1944-1991

Narva-Jõesuu

Miller A-LS. 2019. Keep out! No entry! Exploring the Soviet military landscape of the coast of Estonia
HS Web of Conferences 63, 11001

Suurupi (near Tallinn)

The Gulf of Finland
• The Baltic Green Belt: A part of the European Green Belt,
an initiative to save the natural assets that had grown
alongside the iron curtain. There is not a lot of formal
application into planning processes.
• Many countries look with envy at places that, for
whatever reason, have a largely undeveloped coastal area
with wide setbacks.
• However, there are concerning trends . . . .

^ https://www.err.ee/1608411410/riigikogu-liige-savisaar-lubanuks-majad-kallastele-lahemale

Recent developments in Estonia
• English translation of an article in the newspaper Postimees 25 November 2021
“On the initiative of Erki Savisaar, who has become Minister of the Environment, members of the
Riigikogu [parliament] are forging a law that will allow buildings to be built almost on the water's
edge and allow strangers to the beach less, claiming that natural values are not
endangered. Conservationists disagree.
At present, according to the Nature Conservation Act, new buildings can generally be built at a
distance of 200 meters from the shores of sea islands, 100 meters from the shores of the mainland
and larger lakes, and 50 meters from the shores of lakes and rivers. The 50-meter construction
exclusion zone also applies separately to densely populated areas.
On November 8, [4 members of the Riigikogu] signed a bill that would leave only a 20-meter
protection zone everywhere, which local governments could expand if desired.”
• This is not the time to be considering such a change.
• We must encourage wise use of the historical advantage.

There have been successes, but do we keep trying to integrate,
reconcile and adapt, or is it time for a paradigm shift?
• Earth Jurisprudence/Rights of Nature (2010s - )
➢ ‘Rights of Nature’ is a legal and jurisprudential theory that
describes inherent rights associated with ecosystems and
species, similar to the concept of fundamental human rights.
➢ It recognises nature as a legal stakeholder with inalienable rights
in law.
➢ It has common roots with indigenous worldviews, some world
religions, and human rights (e.g. Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (1948)).
➢ It is not a new idea, often attributed to Thomas Berry (19142009), but also others, e.g.
➢ It is frequently regarded as an extreme viewpoint, however . . .
➢ There are now examples where this principle has achieved some
degree of legal status, in Ecuador, New Zealand, India,
Bangladesh, Colombia, Uganda, Mexico, Bolivia and the USA (at
local government level).
➢ Bolivia: “Law of the Rights of Mother Earth” 2010.

Nature
Nature

Society

Economy

Sustainability model

Aldo Leopold (18871948) who wrote
about “land as a
community to which
we belong” rather
than “a commodity
belonging to us.”

Society

Economy

Rights of nature model

Earth Jurisprudence / Rights of Nature
Recognises nature as a legal stakeholder with inalienable rights in law.
e.g. New Zealand: In 2017, the Whanganui River was granted the status of legal personhood.

The New Zealand case is fundamentally unique because the Parliament, in The Te Awa Tupua Act
(2017), appointed two guardians of the river, one representing the Maori Indigenous people and
one representing the government, arguably reconciling two different worldviews (Challe, 2021)

Rights of nature - Europe

Conference 2019

Nov. 2020

Published 2020

Published 2021

Summary questions
• Is the way forward for coastal spatial planning
the integration of knowledge systems within a
sustainability framework (where there has been
some, but limited, success), or is a new paradigm
required?
• How do we ensure the maintenance of historical
and natural advantages where they exist?
• Should a beach have the legal right to exist,
function and migrate, even when its functioning
infringes on private property rights?
• Is a ‘rights of nature’ approach a possible way
forward?

or

Tools for the implementation of the ecosystembased approach into Maritime Spatial Planning of
Russian coastal waters of the Baltic Sea
Tatyana Eremina, Michael Shilin, Oksana Vladimirova, Vera Semeoshenkova,
Alexandra Ershova
Russian State Hydrometeorological University (RSHU)

Introduction

To implement the ecosystem approach in marine
spatial planning, which is being developed for the

coastal Russian waters of the Baltic Sea within the
framework of the Capacity4MSP project, scientific tools
are needed to generalize, analyze and predict changes
to ensure a good ecological state of the marine
2

environment

Tools for the implementation of ecosystem-based
approach
• indexing maps of biodiversity,
• maps of areas of the main techno sphere load on the

ecosystems
• maps of high vulnerability of coastal ecosystems to

anthropogenic impact
• 3D modeling of ecosystems for climate change
scenario and nutrient load reduction according to BSAP
3

Technosphere load on the GoF ecosystem
Areas of the main
technosphere load on
the ecosystem: 1 Ust-Luga seaport
complex, 2 - Vistino
port, 3 - Bronka
Outport, 4 - Big Port
of St. Petersburg, 5 Kronstadt port, 6 Primorsk port, 7 Lukoil port, 8 Vysotsk port, 9 Vyborg port, 10 Gazprom port (orig.)
4

Recreational load
Zoning of the coastal
zone of the Eastern
part of the Gulf of
Finland according to
the level of
recreational load
Red color overwhelming load,
orange color - high
load, yellow color medium load, green
color - low load
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Diversity of coastal biotopes of the Eastern part of
the Gulf of Finland

6

The coastal biotopes of the eastern part of the Gulf of
Finland are diverse enough to support a large set of different
biological communities.

Waterbird colonies (left) and stopping
sites on the overflights (right) in the
Eastern part of the Gulf of Finland
(Kouzov)
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Routes of the spring (left) and autumn
(right) flights of birds (Kouzov,2020)
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Key biotopes of the gray seal
Halichoerusgrypus and ringed seal Phoca
hispida botnica
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Red color – areas of spring and autumn deposits; pink color feeding areas; green color - breeding zones

Distribution of animals listed in the Red Book of the
Kaliningrad Region (redlist_animals_area) in the
coastal zone of the Kaliningrad/Vislinsky Bay
(Domnin,2021)
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Habitats of Migration birds and Wintering
birds in the coastal zone of the Russian
sector of the South-Eastern part of the
Baltic Sea
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Protected area (left) and possible marine protection zones
(right) adjacent to specially protected natural territories
(Protected Area) in the coastal zone of the Kaliningrad /
Vislinsky Bay
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The SST trend of changes in the average
annual surface temperature of the Baltic
Sea according to satellite observations
1993-2017 [Mulet, S., et.al., 2018].
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Climate change and nutrients reduction (BSAP) scenario
modeling 3-d eco-hydrodynamic model SPBEM
(St.-Petersburg Baltic sea Ecosystem Model)
Cyanobacteria
Summer spp.
Diatoms

Grazing

Heterotrophs

Autotrophs

Mortality
Si

Nutrient
uptake

P

Excretion

N Detritus

Mineralization
Inorganic N, P & Si

Bottom
output

Sinking

Mineralization, P-retention, denitrification
14

Burial

Savchuk, 2002, Neelov et
al., 2003, Skogen et al.,
2014, Ryabchenko et al.,
2016, Eremina et.al, 2017
Model describes N, P and
Si cycling in the coupled
pelagic and sediment subsystems and has 12
pelagic & 3 sediment state
variables

Conditions of scenario simulations with SPBEM
•Period of calculation: January 1, 2008 ─ December 31, 2099
• Scenario of CO2 emission: A1B
• Global climate model: ECHAM5
•Regional climate model: RCAO
•Phosphorus and nitrogen reduction according BSAP
(eutrophication)
15

Annual average nutrients (t/y) in the Eastern part of the Gulf of Finland in the
future climate under various external loads

AREA

Averaging period and scenario
2070-2100

2070-2100

REF

BSAP

Nitrates + nitrites
Shallow

315,9

295,2

Transitional

219,5

197,2

Deep

200,5

170,4

Phosphates
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Shallow

27,2

21,4

Transitional

40,3

32,1

Deep

54,8

44,8

Location of fishing areas with indicator
areas (1 and 2 red) near the northern coast
of the Gulf of Finland (Bugrov et al., 2019)
Based on model
assessments of
changes in the state of
the environment of the
bay, fishing areas can
be allocated for the
purposes of industrial
fishing (coastal fishing)
and commercial fish
farming (aquaculture).
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CONCLUSION
1. Scientific tools for the implementation of the
ecosystem approach in the MSP for the
Russian coastal waters of the Baltic are
quite well developed
2. A legislative framework is needed for the
introduction of an ecosystem approach in
the implementation of MSP

18

THANK YOU
FOR YOUR ATTENTION!

Assessment of the ecological status of ecosystem

Picture: Raateoja M., Pitkänen H.,
Eremina T., et al. Nutrients in the
water. In: The Gulf of Finland
Assessment. pp. 94-113 Ed. by:
M.Raateoja and O.Setala. Reports of
the Finnish Environment Institute 27 |
2016, 368 p.
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The fate and effects of small plastic debris
in the northern Baltic Sea seafloor
Pinja Näkki, Aino Ahvo, Eeva Eronen-Rasimus, Samuel Hartikainen, Hermanni Kaartokallio, Harri Kankaanpää, Arto
Koistinen, Kari K. Lehtonen, Emil Nyman, Janina Pažusienė, Sirpa Peräniemi, Erika Sainio, Milda Stankevičiūtė, Raisa Turja,
Outi Setälä, Maiju Lehtiniemi
Finnish Environment Institute SYKE
Gulf of Finland Science Days
29 November 2021

Illustration: Marine Litter Vital Graphics; UN-Environment, GRID-Arendal
Photo: Outi Setälä

Photos: Pinja Näkki

Photo: Outi Setälä

MICRO

MESO

MACRO

nutrients

gases

Limecola balthica

Photos of species: Katriina Könönen, Jan-Erik Bruun, Hans Hillewaert (CC BY-SA 4.0)

Marenzelleria spp.

contaminants
particles

Monoporeia affinis

Photo: Pinja Näkki

I & II

IV

III

The role of bioturbation
in transporting
microplastics

Impacts of tyre
rubber particles
on the Baltic clam

Sorption of PAHs and
bacterial community
composition on plastics

I
Is bioturbation by common
benthic invertebrates
burying microplastics
deeper in the sediment?

II
Does bioturbation transport once buried
microplastics back to the sediment
surface?

Photos: Pinja Näkki & Tuomas Lahti

8%
1%

OF MICROPLASTICS WERE
BURIED BELOW THE
SEDIMENT SURFACE

OF MICROPLASTICS
RETURNED TO THE SEDIMENT
SURFACE

I & II
Are benthic invertebrates ingesting
microplastics?

I

II

Monoporeia affinis

Marenzelleria spp.

Limecola balthica
25%
Photos of species: Katriina Könönen, Jan-Erik Bruun, Hans Hillewaert (CC BY-SA 4.0)

1%
Photos: Pinja Näkki

Photo: Ivan Radic (CC BY 2.0)

III
Does the PAH sorption capacity and bacterial
community composition differ between
conventional and biodegradable plastics?

Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs)

Bacteria

Photo: Pinja Näkki

5 mm
Conventional

Biodegradable

Photo: Outi Setälä

5 mm
Conventional

Biodegradable

Polyamide (PA)

Polystyrene (PS)

Cellulose
acetate (CA)

Poly-L-lactic
acid (PLLA)

Photo: Outi Setälä

5 mm
Conventional

Biodegradable

Polyamide (PA)

Polystyrene (PS)

Cellulose
acetate (CA)

Poly-L-lactic
acid (PLLA)

Photo: Outi Setälä

IV
Does exposure
to tyre rubber
fragments have
negative
impacts on the
Baltic clam?

Antioxidant defence
system

Illustration: ComiCONNMitch (CC BY-SA 3.0)

* The estimates represent total emissions of microplastics, and not the actual emissions to the sea. Source: Setälä & Suikkanen 2020

Photo: Goh Rhy Yan (Unsplash)

ACUTE (5 days) & CHRONIC (29 days) exposures

Control
empty mesh bag,
no rubber powder

Leachate treatment
mesh bag containing
rubber powder

Particle treatment
empty mesh bag,
rubber powder freely in the
mesocosm
Photos: Pinja Näkki

Chronic control

Chronic leachate

Chronic particle

Thank
you!
Thank you!

Download the PhD
thesis from here
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Näkki, P, Setälä O & Lehtiniemi, M. 2017. Bioturbation transports secondary microplastics to the deeper layers in soft
marine sediments of the northern Baltic Sea. Marine Pollution Bulletin 119(1): 255–261.

II

Näkki, P, Setälä O & Lehtiniemi, M. 2019. Seafloor sediments as microplastic sinks in the northern Baltic Sea – negligible
upward transport of buried microplastics by bioturbation. Environmental Pollution 249: 74–81.

III

Näkki, P, Eronen-Rasimus, E, Kaartokallio, H, Kankaanpää, H, Setälä, O, Vahtera, E & Lehtiniemi, M. 2021. Polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbon sorption and bacterial community composition of biodegradable and conventional plastics
incubated in coastal sediments. Science of the Total Environment 755(Part 2): 143088.

IV

Näkki, P, Ahvo, A, Turja, R, Sainio, E, Koistinen, A, Peräniemi, S, Hartikainen, S, Stankevičiūtė, M, Pažusienė, J, Lehtonen,
KK, Setälä, O & Lehtiniemi, M. Tyre rubber exposure causes oxidative stress and intracellular damage in the Baltic clam
(Limecola balthica) – Manuscript

Beached litter and microplastics in
the coastal zone of the Russian
part of the Gulf of Finland
TATJANA EREMINA,
AL EXANDRA ERSHOVA,
I R I N A M A K E E VA ,
A N A STASSIA KU ZM I N A ,
N ATA LYA LOG I NOVA
E R S H O VA @ R S H U . R U

PL ASTICLAB
R USSI AN STAT E HYDROME TEOROLOGI CAL
U N I V ERSITY ( RSHU ) ,
ST. P ETERSBU RG , R U SSI A
ALEXANDRA ERSHOVA, TATJANA EREMINA, RSHU, PLASTICLAB. 2021

Russian State Hydrometeorological University (RSHU) –
overview of past activities for future cooperation
Conducts research on plastic pollution of the natural environment since 2017, with the support of
the Russian Foundation for Basic Research 18-55-76001 ERA_а, ERA-NET PLUS project “Litter
rim along the coasts of the Baltic Sea: monitoring, impact, remediation“
1. Monitoring of the coasts and aquatic environment of the Neva Bay
2. Study of microplastic pollution in the Russian Arctic and the Far East

Specialized Laboratory for Plastic Pollution Research – PlasticLab:
- Development of observation techniques, development of methods and devices for sampling,
adaptation of laboratory sample analysis techniques, adaptation of international experience to
Russian conditions (freezing seas, eutrophied waters)
- Intercalibration of methods for monitoring microplastic pollution of the natural environment with
leading Russian (IG RAS, TSU) and international (SYKE) scientific institutes to develop
recommendations for a standardized method for monitoring plastic pollution of the natural
environment for the Russian Federation
А.А. ЕРШОВА, Т.Р. ЕРЁМИНА, РГГМУ, ПЛАСТИКЛАБ, 2021

Microplastics
Large MPs (1 - 5 mm) – visually detectable
MPs (less 1 mm) - requires special equipment
for determination in the sample (IR
spectrometry, Raman spectrometry, etc.)

А.А. ЕРШОВА, Т.Р. ЕРЁМИНА, РГГМУ, ПЛАСТИКЛАБ, 2021

Neva Bay and the Gulf Finland:
monitoring overview of 2018-2021
AIMS:

1. Study of beached marine litter in the Neva estuary (enclosed bay,
river Neva – the largest river in Europe):
Microlitter (2-5 mm), Mesolitter (5-25 mm), Macrolitter (>25 mm)
2. Study, testing and adaptation of different methods of litter sampling
on the beach – urban beaches.
3. Identification of litter pollution “hotspots”
4. Define the basis of a mathematical model of litter distribution in the
Neva estuary

ALEXANDRA ERSHOVA, TATJANA EREMINA, RSHU, PLASTICLAB. 2021

Monitoring methods
METHODOLOGIES:
A DA PTATION OF I N T ERNATIONA L M E T HODS FOR T HE
CON DI T I ONS OF T HE N E VA BAY AN D T HE G ULF OF
F I N L A ND:
- 2 METHODS FOR SANDY COASTS ( SA N D S CR E ENING,
W R ECK - L I NE ZON E A N D " DRY" BEACH A R EA )
- METHOD OF WATER SA M PL ING U S I NG T HE F I LT ER
I N STRUMENT " HYDROP UMP - ( HYDROP UMP FOR
M I CROP L ASTICS ) ", ( PATENTED) DE V E LOPED BY
P L A STICL AB
( A S P ECI AL SA MPL ER W I T H R E P LACEABL E F I LT ERS
W I T H VA R I OUS MES H S I ZES ( 5 0 - 1 00 M I CRON S)
- METHOD FOR VESSELS : F LOW - T HROUGH SYST EM OF
M P SA MP L ING

Laboratory methods
Sample preparation (processing with chemical reagents to get rid of
organic matter, separation, filtration, flotation, drying)
- Microscopy,
- UV microscopy

- IR spectrometry
- Raman spectroscopy
- Pyrolysis-Gas Chromatography / Mass Spectrometry (Py-GC / MS)
Unique spectral characteristics of various plastic polymers (polyethylene,
polypropylene, polystyrene, etc.) in the range from near-infrared to
short-wave infrared spectrum

А.А. ЕРШОВА, Т.Р. ЕРЁМИНА, РГГМУ, ПЛАСТИКЛАБ, 2021

Beach litter monitoring
Based on OSPAR, MSFD beach litter guidelines
Developed and adapted by Leibniz Institute for Baltic Sea
Research (Leibniz-Institut für Ostseeforschung
Warnemünde, IOW)
1. Sand Rake method – micro-and mesolitter at minimum
50m2 of beach surface between waterline and
vegetation line
2. Frame-method – for local assessment of microliter
accumulation in lagoon-type bays in the wreck-line
zone
Focus: large micro-litter (2-5 mm) and mesolitter (5–
25 mm) in upper layer of sand 30–50 mm for
regularly cleaned beaches

7

Marine litter on the beaches of
the Neva Bay
Top-litter items:
- plastic pellets
- glass
- cigarette butts
- metal
- cotton swabs
- synthetic napkins

Types of litter in the Baltic region
(results from ERA-NET PLUS project “Litter rim
along the coasts of the Baltic Sea: monitoring,
impact, remediation“, 2018-2020)

Submitted

ALEXANDRA ERSHOVA, TATJANA EREMINA, RSHU, PLASTICLAB. 2021

NEVA BAY and GULF OF FINLAND
“HOTSPOTS”

Microlitter,
items/m2
•
•
•

Model experiments on the model “The
Gulf of Finland 3-D hydrodynamic
model”
(suspension rate 0.2m / day)
Martyanov S.D., Ryabchenko V.A.,
Ershova A.A., Eremina T.R., Martin G.
ON THE ASSESSMENT OF MICROPLASTIC
DISTRIBUTION IN THE EASTERN PART OF
THE GULF OF FINLAND. Fundamental
and Applied Hydrophysics, vol.3, 2019

А.А. ЕРШОВА, Т.Р. ЕРЁМИНА, РГГМУ, ПЛАСТИКЛАБ, 2021

Neva Bay: microplastics in beach sand in 2018-2020

Частиц/м2

Microplastic particles in wreck-line
2018-2020
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1. Sampling at least at 3 polygons to take account variability of litter accumulation.
2. Once a year sampling – not enough for such a dynamic system: need for seasonal
monitoring (before and after storm events, storm surges, etc.).
3. Measuring units: amount in particles AND weight is necessary.

500
0

Microplastics in Neva Bay in 2020:
parallel measurements in water and beach sand
Water (green):
0.33 – 1.3 particles/l
average 0.61 part/l
(130 mm - 6150 mm)
Wreck-line (yellow):
0.5 – 8.3 part/m2
average 3.5 part/m2
(maximum in the Baltic Sea
region)

ЕРШОВА А.А., ЕРЁМИНА Т.Р. РГГМУ PLASTICLAB 2021

MPs in water and wreck-line zone of the beach:
Need for methods harmonization
1,8
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РГГМУ 2020 (водная толща)

Microplastics in water:
RSHU (2020) - red and Inst. of Limnol. (2018) - green
5
4,5
Data from
4
Pozdnyakov et al. 2020

Концентрация частиц на 1 л воды
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Концентрация ч./м2 (берег)

Концентрация ч./л (водная толща)

2

RSHU, 2020 parallel samplings:
water – red and beach sand - green
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ЕРШОВА А.А., ЕРЁМИНА Т.Р. РГГМУ PLASTICLAB 2021

ИНОЗ РАН 2018

Publications:

А.А. ЕРШОВА, Т.Р. ЕРЁМИНА, РГГМУ, ПЛАСТИКЛАБ, 2021

STUDY COURSE
(introduced in RSHU Curriculum)
“Plastic Pollution of the Environment”

and a Text-Book for Universities
(in Russian) (in print)
Authors: T.Eremina and A.Ershova
Russian State Hydrometeorological University
(RSHU), St.Petersburg, Russia

PlasticLAB
https://vk.com/club171553796
WELCOME!
А.А. ЕРШОВА, PLASTICLAB. 2021

Monitoring of marine litter and microplastics in the Gulf of
Finland and Neva Bay: conclusions and recommendations
RSHU developed harmonized methodological approaches for different environments, worked out
methods of sampling and laboratory analysis of water samples, developed sampling systems

Field observation data - 2018-2020: "hot spots" in the Neva Bay, accumulation trends (more questions
than answers) and a DATABASE (over 1400 units for GoF area covering over 1400 m2 of beaches)
SOURCES ??? Treatment facilities, untreated wastewater, leaching from underwater dumps,
unauthorized landfills, construction sites, waste disposal, etc.

There is no information on the pollution of the Neva River tributaries, water intake points, the entire
water column of the Gulf of Finland and bottom sediments
In order to develop scientifically based measures for the management of sources and
recommendations for decision makers, it is necessary to comprehensively monitor the aquatic
environment and the coasts of the Gulf of Finland, the Neva Bay and the river Neva, based on a unified
methodological approach
Working with society (most of the plastic is household (hygienic) waste)
ЕРШОВА А.А., ЕРЁМИНА Т.Р. РГГМУ PLASTICLAB 2021

Gulf of Finland future cooperation
1. Harmonization of sampling methods:
- manta nets, neuston nets, pumping filtering devices….
- micro-fraction – 100 mm and 330 mm or larger (visually-detectable)?
- beach monitoring methods: citizen science (volunteers) VS “true” science
2. Methods of lab analysis: what works for the Baltic (brackish sea) – does not work for
the Arctic and the Pacific (phyto- and zooplankton digestion, etc. – need for method
adaptation)
3. Joint intercalibration of monitoring methods (both beach sand and water sampling):
DONE for water and sediments (results presented by SYKE), beach monitoring remaining

4. Modeling of microplastics in water: study of MPs properties’ changes under the
influence of biogeochemical processes based on ecohydrodynamic models
5. Educational courses, programmes, field trainings – for students and young scientists
Dr Alexandra Ershova, Dr Tatjana Eremina
ershova@rshu.ru
PlasticLAB, Russian State Hydrometeorological University (RSHU), St.Petersburg, Russia
ALEXANDRA ERSHOVA, TATJANA EREMINA, RSHU, PLASTICLAB. 2021

Marine litter in the
small islands of
Estonia
Estonian Environmental Centre project no. 15425
01.03.2019-10.12.2020

KKA joonistuskorkuss “Mina ja veekogu”
Niita Mohini Vool “Prügisaar” (“Trash Island”)
Superviser Heidi Reisi, Kadrina Kunstidekool

Tiia Möller-Raid, Maria Põldma
University of Tartu, Estonian Marine Institute

Marine litter is defined as any
persistent, manufactured, or
processed solid material discarded,
disposed of or abandoned in the
marine and coastal environment.

Megalitter
Macrolitter >2,5 cm
Mesolitter 0,5-2,5 cm
Microlitter <0,5 mm

Nanolitter
https://topios.org/

Borelle et al 2020
https://www.statista.com/statistics/282732/global-production-of-plastics-since-1950/

What is the situation with marine
litter on small & remote islands in
Estonian coastal waters?
Commission decision (EU) 2017/848, 17. May 2017, D10 marine litter

Survey areas
• In total 2222 islands
in Estonia
• Minimal area 0.5 km2
• Grass, bushes present
• Islands are located in
different regions of
Estonian coastal sea,
3 in the Gulf of
Finland
• Islands lack human
settlement

Methodology
Island
Uhtju
Suur-Malusi
Suur-Pakri
Külalaid
Salavamaa
Ooslamaa
Naistekivimaa
Pihlalaid
Harilaid
Kõverlaid
Vahase
Kirjurahu
Sorgu
Uulutilaid

Summer
Autumn
2019
2019
01.08.2019 24.10.2019
30.07.2019 21.10.2019
20.06.2019 18.11.2019
06.07.2019 26.11.2019
24.07.2019 20.11.2019
09.07.2019 30.10.2019
x
x
25.07.2019 21.11.2019
07.07.2019 23.10.2019
26.07.2019 31.10.2019
08.07.2019
1.11.2019
25.07.2019
1.11.2019
27.07.2019 11.11.2019
26.07.2019 28.10.2019

Spring 2020
23.03.2020
06.04.2020
08.04.2020
x
11.04.2020
31.03.2020
x
27.03.2020
21.04.2020
x
20.04.2020
x
31.03.2020
13.03.2020

Summer
Autumn
2020
2020
16.07.2020
x
26.07.2020
x
x
29.09.2020
12.08.2020 13.10.2020
17.07.2020
x
18.07.2020
x
17.07.2020
x
17.07.2020
x
20.07.2020
x
19.07.2020 11.10.2020
16.07.2020
x
16.07.2020 11.10.2020
28.07.2020
x
19.07.2020
x

• 13 islands – 4x, 1
island – 1x
• June 2019 –
October 2020
• For most of the
islands the
movement was
prohibited during
bird breeding
period (April-July)

Monitoring area

• Regular beach litter
survey area – from
water edge to back of
beach
• Collected information
on:
•
•
•
•

Vegetation

Beach

Water

D10C1 Litter
D10C2 Microlitter
D10C3 Litter ingested
D10C4 Litter entangled
or other harmful effect

Monitoring area, beach

Monitoring area, vegetation

Results

• Described: 12 818 litter items
• Removed: ca 12 000 litter items in
total weight 854 kg

LITTER CATEGORIES (SUMMARIZED)
Processed wood
8%

Organics
1%

• Plastic was the dominant material
(64%)

Other
2%

Paper
3%

Rubber
2%

• Different materials were present
both in beach and vegetation,
except for organic waste

Metal
9%

Litter distribution beach vs vegetation

Glass/ceramics
9%

Textile
2%

Artpoly
57 %

100 %
90 %
80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%

Artpoly, foam
7%
Beach

Vegetation

Litter material composition in studied islands
Litter material in studied islands
Uulutilaid
Sorgu
Kirjurahu
Vahase

Kõverlaid
Harilaid
Pihlalaid
Naistekivimaa

Ooslamaa
Salavamaa
Külalaid
Suur-Pakri

Suur-Malusi
Uhtju
0%

10 %

20 %
Plastic

Plastic, foam

30 %
Textile

40 %
Glass & ceramics

50 %
Metal

Paper

60 %
Rubber

70 %
Wood

Organic material

80 %
Other

90 %

100 %

Number of litter items

Weight of litter, kg

PL07
PL06
PL24
PL02
WD04

Plastic bags
Plastic food containers
Plastic, other
Plastic bottles, <2L
Processed wood

GC07
FP04
GC02
PL01
WD06
FP05
PL19
OT05
PL17
ME06
ME08
PL21
PC01
ME02
ME04

Glass, ceramic pieces
Foam – insulation & packaging
Glass bottles, jars
Plastic bottle caps
Wood, other
Foam, other
Plastic ropes
Other
Plastic fishing gear
Foil packaging
Metal pieces
Plastic ribbons
Paper (including newspapers etc)
Metal bottle caps etc
Metal jars <4L

• Plastic bags, plastic food containers, plastic pieces and plastic
bottles formed 50% of all found litter
• Cigarette butts – altogether 25 found
• Balloons – ca 100 (RB01 ja PL08); shoes & boots – 71 (RB02)

Spring 2020 & lockdown due to COVID-19
• Single use mask did not yet reach the islands
• Summer 2019 to autumn 2020:
• Masks in total 5
• Rubbergloves 17 (12 in the islands of GOF)
• However, since summer 2020 new type of litter emerged on Uhtju
and Malusi:
• Wet wipes
• A wet wipe is a small to medium-sized moistened piece of
plastic or cloth and is used for cleaning purposes like personal
hygiene and household cleaning.
• Invented in 1957, on the market since 1963.

Amount of litter per 100 m long beach section
The threshold value of 20 litter items per 100 m long beach section is agreed
on to represent the good environmental status regarding beach litter (van
Loon et al., 2020).
Amount of marine litter per islands: beach, 100 m long beach section
100

Number of litter items

80

Summer
2019
Autumn
2019
Spring 2020

60

40

Summer
2020
Autumn
2020

20

0

Island

Amount of litter per 100 m long vegetation section

Amount of marine litter per islands: vegetation, 100m long section
200
180

Number of litter items

160

140
120

Summer
2019

100

Autumn 2019

80

Spring 2020

60

Summer
2020

40

Autumn 2020
20
0

Island

Marine litter vs biota
Dead birds and animals:
• 246 birds
• 22 seals
• 3 animals
Nest material
• Suur-Malusi
• Ooslamaa
• Kirjurahu
• Uhtju
Bird pellets
• Uhtju

Microlitter in sediment I

• Beach – 0-4 particles per 100 g of sediment

• Water– 0-6 particles per 100 g of sediment

Microlitter in sediment II

• Beach – plastic fibres and glass pieces
dominated. Blue color fibre dominated.
• Water – equally plastic fibres, glass- and
metal pieces.

To sum it up…
• Though we hardly see litter floating around in open sea areas, it is
still reaching all coasts. Eg in Kirjurahu within 2 months time 8
plastic bottles turned up.
• GES = 20 litter items per 100 m long beach section. Can we truly
agree to that also in our unhabited areas?
• In addition to beach litter surveys, we should look further into the
vegetated area (where possible & without ruining the dunes).
Water level change, storms and wind effect (aeolian
transportation of litter) should be taken into consideration.
• Of all the marine litter beach litter is the easiest to remove. This
should be done systematically, not just 1day campaigns or true
enthusiasts.
• Nature protection areas that are prone to marine litter pollution
need more attention.
• At least some of the visited islands should be monitored in the
means of marine litter in a few years period.
• For remote areas there is no need for 4 visits per year. The litter
surveys could be carried out 1-2 times per year but on a larger
scale.
• It seems to be an endless fight, but there might also be some nice
surprises…

Thank You!
Maria Põldma
Greta Reisalu
Kaire Kaljurand
Karolin Teeveer
Martin Teeveer
Kristjan Herkül
Georg Martin
Trude Taevere
Hanna-Eliisa Luts
Keili Saava
Katerin Martin
Eve Salumaa
Jaanus Põldma
Kaire Torn
Alo Raid
Vanessa-Lotta Mäsak
Jessica Rodrigues de Pinho
Kristina Tiivel
Eda Andresmaa
Agni Kaldma

Estonian Environmental Investment Centre, project no. 15425

Microplastic pollution in
urban stormwater
runoffs
Julia Talvitie
Postdoc researcher
Finnish Environment Institute, Marine Research Center
”Garbage Group” (roskasakki)
Golf of Finland Science Days 2021, November 29-30, Tallinn

@roskasakki, @Julia Talvitie

Sources and pathways of microplastics to the aquatic
environment
Land-based sources
●
●
●
●
●

Plastic industry and fabricators
Personal care products
Traffic
Textiles
Fragmentation of macroplastics

Aquatic-based sources
● Fisheries and shipping sectors
● Illegal dumping/littering

Pathways
● Stormwaters
● WWTPs (wastewater & sludge)
● Atmospheric input
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Stormwaters as pathways for microplastics to the
aquatic environment
●

Stormwaters contain microplastics
→ Large amounts of untreated stormwaters
are discharged into aquatic environments
→ climate change, urbanization
→ Role of stormwaters as a pathway of
MPs to aquatic environments may be
significant and grow in a future
Jiang et al. 2015

●

Stormwater management can offer solutions to reduce the MP discharges into the
environment

THE NAME OF THE PRESENTER, SYKE 20.12.2021

●

Urban stormwaters contains various pollutants and has the potential of deteriorating
the quality of aquatic ecosystems

3

The catchmen area
Espoo, Vallikallio
Urban suburb
● Area ̴ 10 hectare
● ̴50% impervious surfaces
● impervious surfaces mainly
asphalt (n. 30%) and roofs (n. 20%)
● Soil: sandy till and rock
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GoogleMaps
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Data Flow
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Water Flow
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Cloud
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300 µm

’V’-Notch
100 µm
20 µm
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Stormwater Well

Electrical Pump

Filtering Device

Rain event (2.11.2018): volume of the rain event ~ 65m3 liter, sample volume ~0,7m3 (~1%)
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Methods for microplastic detection – how to find a needle
in a haystack ?

Sampling
months- years
•

Extraction
months

FTIRanalyses
1 d/sample

Spectrumanalyses
1 d/sample

You also need good quality control samples (incl. contamination and recovery)
7

Stormwater samples – how do they look like?

Kuva: Emilia Uurasjärvi
Kuva: Erika Sainio
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Preliminary results
● These results include MPs 0,1mm – 5mm in size.
Sampling date

Rain event
volume (L)

Sample
volume (L)

Consentration
(MP/L)

Discharge
(MP/
Rain event

2.11.2018

64 928,2

729,6

7,0

455 340

12.11.2018

741 877,0

4360,8

2,1

1 551 316

13.11.2018

329 542,1

3349,9

0,8

252 329

● Most common plastics found in a stormwater run off: polypropylene
and polyethylene

9

Preliminary results
(Master’s Thesis: Pietu Pankkonen)

● The quality of the stormwater and the ability of filtration system to remove MPs from
stormwater
● Study including MPs in size 90µm-5mm

● Catchment area: Töölö, Helsinki (70% impervious surfaces, high traffic road)

Sand

0-1.5 MP/L

8-66 MP/L

Biochar

0-2.2 MP/L

● More information: Olli Hakala, WSP Finland and Pietu Pankkonen, City of Sipoo
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Thank you so far;
- Roskasakki research group
(Maiju Lehtiniemi, Outi Setälä)

- NouxNode Ltd.
(Ossi Talvitie, Ville Strömberg, Jarno Sallila)

- Aalborg University
(Jes Vollertsen and Urban Pollution Research Group)

- Sib-lab (University of Eastern Finland)
- Maj and Tor Nessling foundation
- Academy of Finland; MIF-project
(Maiju Lehtiniemi)

- Maa- ja vesitekniikan tuki ry
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Project
‘Litter ingested by marine animals –
development of methodology
and assessment
for MSFD reporting

The Gulf of Finland Science Days, “New start for the Gulf of Finland co-operation” Tallinn, 29-30 November, 2021

Background
EU MSFD Descriptor 10 “Marine Litter” – aim to protect the marine
environment against harm caused by marine litter.
Assessment criteria D10C3:
requires that the amount of litter and microlitter ingested by marine animals is
at a level that does not adversely affect the health of the species concerned (EC,
2017).
• present knowledge gap about harm levels (chemical composition, particle
shape and size) of litter
• it is suggested assessing the trends in the amount (%) and composition of
microlitter ingested by marine biota.
• need for baseline quantities (microlitter abundance, type, and composition)

Objectives
• To compile a basic data about microlitter ingested by fish and
invertebrates
• Development of methodology
• Select indicator species
• Establish baseline quantities for future microlitter status and
trends monitoring for MSFD reporting

Microlitter

Microlitter – particles < 5 mm
Artificial polymer materials, rubber, textiles, processed/worked wood,
metal, glass/ceramics, paint particles
Organisms mistake litter for food or ingest it unintentionally

Microplastics provide a pathway facilitating the transport of harmful
chemicals into marine organisms causing chemical toxicity

Studied species
Fish:
perch, pike-perch, flounder,
round goby, bream, turbot,
eelpout, cod, smelt, baltic
herring, sprat.

Bivalves and crustaceans:
blue mussel, lagoon cockle,
Baltic macoma, sand gaper.
Harris mud crab, Saduria
entomon
Altogether 1332 individuals (524 fish and 808 benthic invertebrates)

Methods
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blank control was performed regularly at every
Length and weight measured
step to avoid contamination + several other
Gastrointestinal tract or soft tissue procedures

extracted
10% KOH solution 12-24 h
Incubated 60°C, 15 min
Shaked 12-24 h
Filtrated
Filters were examined visually
under stereomicroscope

Bivalves

Fish

Methods
Crustaceans
•
•
•
•
•

Carapace was opened under the stereomicroscope
All intestines extracted
Placed on a Petri dish
Examined visually under stereomicroscope
Blank controls were used

Harris mud crab

Saduria entomon

Methods
Microlitter
• abundance
• length (fibers) or diameter (fragments),
• color, transparent
Material and shape category:
• fiber – straight, clump, flexibility, plastic or natural;
• fragment – plastic, pellet, granule, film, foam, paint, metal,
glass, wood
Size classes:
1 mm< x <5 mm (1)
330 µm< x <1 mm (2)
100 µm< x < 330 µm (3)
To distinguish between plastic and organic
material hot needle test was used.

Microlitter in fish
Microlitter contamination in 30.5% (n=524) of
all analysed fish
Over 40% contained microlitter:
Perch P. fluviatilis (n=106)
Turbot S. maximus (n=10)
Sprat S. sprattus
Smelt O. esperlanus
Less than 20% contained microlitter
Flounder P. flesus (n=51)
Majority contained 1 litter item
(occasionally 2 to 4 items)

Microlitter in fish
Gulf of Riga
36.1% (n=144)
Western Estonia
33.1% (n=115)
Gulf of Finland
22.7% (n=191)
Gulf of Riga, two methods:
gill nets 27%
trawl nets 37.8%

The number of ingested microlitter items was significantly
different among Gulf of Finland and Gulf of Riga

Microlitter categories in fish

ca 80% fibers
52.6% blue

Microlitter in macrozoobenthic organisms
Litter were detected in 31.3%
No significant difference between
marine areas or species was found
70% comprised one particle/ind,
18.6% comprised two particles/ind
Maximum - 10 particles/ind
(M. trossulus, eastern Baltic Proper).

Microlitter
in
bivalves
Micro-litter in fish

Gulf of Finland
32.3% (n = 321)
Western Estonia
33.6% (n = 354)
No significant difference
in number of ingested
micro-litter items
between areas

Microlitter in macrozoobenthic organisms

ca 97% fibers (of which over 90% was plastic)
blue fibers – 60.9%
red fibers – 16.5%
10% of fibers found in the gut of Harris mud crab were clumped (the longest was 19 mm)

Size class 1:
1 mm< x <5 mm
Size class 2:
330 µm< x <1 mm
Size class 3:
100 µm< x < 330 µm
Mesolitter > 5 mm

Proportion of total litter items per size classes

Fish – mainly size class 1 or 2

2.7-5.3% – mesolitter
Bivalves – mainly size class 1 or 2
Smallest items mainly <15%

Harris mud crab – 15% mesolitter
Saduria entomon – 67% size class 3

Indicator species
a) be representative of specific environmental compartments;
b) have a wide distribution in the MSFD (and RSCs) areas;
c) have a commercial value;
d) already be described as regular litter consumers by different research studies;
Fish:
• perch P. fluviatilis
• flounder P. flesus
• baltic herring C. h. membras
• sprat sprattus sprattus
Macrozoobenthic organisms:

• blue mussel M. trossulus
• Baltic macoma L. balthica
• Harris mud crab R. harrisii

Fish photos: L. Saks

Conclusions
• Sampling from different sites of Estonian marine area
• At least 30 individuals of one species from one station
• Fish species: perch P. fluviatilis, flounder P. flesus, baltic herring C. h.
membras and sprat Sprattus sprattus
Macrozoobenthic organisms: blue mussel M. trossulus, Baltic macoma L.
balthica, Harris mud crab R. harrisii
We know the base values of an amount and composition of microlitter in
selected species and from now on it enables to assess changes

Acknowledgements to:
the staff of Estonian Marine Institute
the crew of R/V Aurelie
Study is funded and supported by:
Environmental Investment Centre
Mobilitas Pluss (MOBERA12)

Maria Põldma
Estonian Marine Institute
University of Tartu
maria.poldma@ut.ee

FINMARI Research Infrastructure –
an integrated platform for Baltic
marine research and observation
Maiju Lehtiniemi, Jari Haapala, Aarno Kotilainen, Ari Leskelä, Joanna
Norkko, Jari Hänninen, Martin Snickars, Katri Kuuppo*

The Gulf of Finland
Science Days
Tallinn 1
29-30 November 2021

What are Research Infrastructures ?

Major scientific
equipment
or sets of
instruments

Collections,
archives or
scientific data

Computing
systems and
communication
networks
Any other R&I
infrastructure of
a unique
nature, which is
open to external
users

•

Facilities that provide resources and
services for research communities to
conduct research and foster
innovation

•

Single-sited, distributed, or virtual

•

Can be used beyond research e.g.,
for education and public services
such as monitoring

https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/6702e82fe4c3-11e9-9c4e-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source106123556
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The Academy of Finland coordinates the roadmap of
Finnish national Research Infrastructures (RI)

20.12.2021

33 RI on the
2014-2020
FIRI roadmap

29 RI on the
2021-2024
FIRI roadmap
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FINMARI is a multiplatform marine research infrastructure
for research, observation and innovation, with the goal
to “know, restore and protect” the Baltic Sea
Climate
Change

Direct anthropogenic
pressures

Ecosystem
services

CO2 sinks/sources
Other greenhouse gases
Aerosols

Eutrophication
Overfishing
Habitat disturbances

Sustainable coastal
marine systems
Blue growth

20.12.2021

Marine populations and communities
Biodiversity and ecosystem functions
Impacts to and by the society
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The FINMARI consortium includes 3 Finnish universities
and 4 Governmental research institutes
Key fields of activity

Key competences

Biological oceanography

Field observations

Chemical oceanography

Experimental research

Physical oceanography

Modelling

Marine geology

Databases

Fishery Sciences

Marine technology

Blue growth
Societal impacts

Education

Key infrastructures of FINMARI
Research vessels
Alg@line FerryBox
Autonomous buoys and gliders
Field stations
Experimental facilities and laboratories
Automated real-time observations
Traditional research equipment
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Photo Juha Rahkonen

Field Stations are located along the Finnish Coast
Husö biological station of ÅAU
• Located in Finström on the
Åland Islands
• Base for aquatic and other
ecological research
• Monitoring especially shallow
waters
• Laboratory & experimental
facilities
Utö Atmospheric and Marine
research Station of FMI
• Located on Utö Island at the
edge of the Baltic proper
• Physical and biological realtime observations
• Part of the HELCOM network,
EMEP and ICOS programs and
JERICO-RI
• Observations are supported by
Alg@line

Photo UTU /Seili

Archipelago Research Institute of UTU
• Located on Seili Island, the
Archipelago Sea
• Long-term monitoring
• Statistical time series modeling
• Experimental laboratory
• RV Aurelia
• Operates one of the profiling buoys
of FINMARI network
Tvärminne Zoological Station of UHEL
• at the entrance to the Gulf of
Finland
• Biological and ecological research
• Long-term environmental
monitoring
• RV Augusta
• Large-scale field experiments
• Indoor experimental and
laboratory facilities
7

Photo ÅAU /Husö

Photo Lauri ‘Laakso

Research vessels, varying in instrumentation and range of
operation
Aranda

Augusta

Aurelia

Geomari

Owner SYKE
Length 59.20 m
Cruising speed 10.5 knots
Berths for scientists 25

Owner Tvärminne Zoological Station
Length 18.5 m
Cruising speed 18 knots
Range 20 h at cruising speed

Owner Archipelago Research Institute
Length 18,1 m
Speed 15 knots
Passengers max 42 persons

Owner GTK and Finnish Navy
Length 20.0 m
Cruising speed 20 knots
Berths for scientists 3, crew 3

Laboratory space 124 m²
Wet lab 9 m²
Acclimated rooms 16 m²
Computer lab and offices 32 m²
Workshop 7 m²
Sampling facility 132 m²
Helicopter deck
Research and storage container
facilities

2 x Volvo IPS 490 hp with skyhook
2 x Crane capacities of 300 and
1000/500 kg
Capstan and rope lock for buoy
anchor

Wet and dry laboratories
CTD, sediment corers, grabs ADCPprofiler, on-line chlorophyll
fluorometer, digital sonar system,
other sonars, weather station,
differential GPS, Navi Fisher navigating
system

Equipment for seafloor mapping and
research: seismic signal equipment (2501300 Hz), Sidescan Sonar (100/500 kHz),
research echosounder (MD 28 kHz), Chirp
sonar (3 – 9 kHz), multibeam sonar, seabed
sediment sampling equipment
Wet laboratory
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Photo Ilkka Lastumäki

Photo Jesper Häggblom

Photo UTU /Seili

Photo Juha Rahkonen

Autonomous platforms: cutting-edge technology
Argo Floats

Ice Buoys

Profiling Buoys

Gliders

Free drifting, profiling
Argo float measures T°C,
salinity, currents and
bio-optical properties in
the sea

An ice buoy measures sea
ice drift and tracks its
coordinates, air pressure
and sea surface
temperature

Profiling buoys are
automated devices for
measuring salinity, T°C, O2,
turbidity, chl-α, and bluegreen algae in the whole
water column
FINMARI has a profiling buoy
network at Seili, Tvärminne,
Husö and Utö stations

Autonomous underwater
vehicle used for measuring
e.g., T°C, salinity, chl-α,
turbidity and CDOM
The glider regulates its
buoyancy and diving to preset depth.

Data to European marine databases
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Photo Petra Roiha

Photo Jari Haapala

Photo Lauri Laakso

Photo Lauri Laakso

Catalogue of facilities and instruments is building up
on the FINMARI web page
FINMARI Gear Gallery:
https://www.finmariinfrastructure.fi/geargallery/
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FINMARI partnership represents the Baltic Sea in European
RIs and delivers data to databases

The Gulf of Finland is a Pilot Supersite of the JERICO RI
One of four JERICO pilot supersites on
European scale
Key objectives
• Multiplatform observational
approach: spatial, temporal and
extensive multidisciplinary coverage
→ Integration of long-term observation, process
measurements, and experimentation
• Study how transnational/-institutional joint actions
improve the data value chain and provide
added value
• Improve understanding of interconnections
of the climate change and other pressures, and
their cascading effects in the marine ecosystem
12

FINMARI is in the phase ‘Advances to implementation’

Focus area of FINMARI
•

•

Develop open access
protocols to the research
facilities
Data management to meet
the FAIR principles

Advances to
implementation

Operational
phase

2030
2024

2020
2013

Planning and
construction

More information
https://www.finmari-infrastructure.fi/
FINMARI1
finmari_marineresearch

Photo Lauri Laakso

Photo Jukka Seppälä

Photo Lauri Laakso
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Gulf of Finland Science Days

Exploring the potential of autonomous technologies for
achieving sustainable Gulf of Finland

Dr Victor Bolbot
Dr Ahmad BahooToroody
PhD candidate Sunil Basnet
Professor Osiris Valdez Banda
Gulf of Finland Science Days

20.12.2021

Contents
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Autonomous ships projects at Aalto
SWOT analysis of different autonomous solutions
Conclusions

Gulf of Finland Science Days
2

20.12.2021

Introduction
• Autonomous shipping is becoming a tangible
reality
• Roro ferries, Containership, inland waterway
ships, fish feeding vessels, tugboats, cargo
ships
• Finland, Norway, Denmark, United Kingdom,
United States, China, Korea, Japan, Russia,
© https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/worlds-first-electric-autonomouscargo-ship-launched-in-norway-2617903
Netherlands, etc.

Gulf of Finland Science Days
3
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Introduction
Expected benefits
• Reduced operational costs – no crew
costs
• Reduced CO2 emissions – redesign
• Improved safety – less human errors
• Increased jobs accessibility – more jobs
on shore
• New markets – potential for exports

ICNAME 2021
4
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Autonomous ships projects
•
•
•

ÄlyVESI - Smart City Ferries (1.10.2016 – 31.5.2018)
Solutions and concepts for unmanned city ferry
Main Partners:
–
–
–
–

•

•

Novia University of Applied Sciences
Turku University of Applied Sciences
Aalto University
the City of Turku

The financing is mainly based on European Regional Development Fund. Additional financiers are
– Finnish Transport Safety Agency
– the cities of Helsinki and Espoo.
Topics covered
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Innovation Platform of Smart Urban Waterway Traffic
Concepts and Services of Smart Urban Waterway Traffic
The Safety of an Unmanned and Automated Ferry
Environmentally Friendly Energy Solutions
Research and Test Process of Remote Control and Remote Operation
Smart Pier/Quayside

ICNAME 2021
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Autonomous ships projects
•
•
•

AutoMARE – Multidisciplinary education network for autonomous shipping (1.1.2021 – 31.12.2022)
Needs and solutions for educating next generation maritime experts
Main Partners:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

•
•

Novia University of Applied Sciences
Turku University of Applied Sciences
Satakunta University of Applied Sciences
University of Turku
XAMK Open University of Applied Sciences
Abo Akademi University
Aalto University

The financing is offered by the Finnish Ministry of Education and Culture.
Specific objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Identifying the technologies on autonomous ships
The impact of technologies on the industry
The arising educational needs identification
Pedagogical methodology development
Technical and technological solutions for education development

ICNAME 2021
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Autonomous ships projects
•
•
•

ECAMARIS – Enablers and Concepts for Automated Solutions (1.10.2021 – 31.9.2023)
Investigation of key enabling technologies for MASS
Main Partners:
–
–
–
–
–

•
•

The financing is offered by the Business Finland.
Investigated concepts
–
–
–

•

VVT
ABB
GIM robotics
AILiveSim
Aalto University

Relocated bridge
Conditionally and periodically less-manned bridge
Conditionally and periodically unmanned bridge

Tasks related to safety
ICNAME 2021
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Autonomous ships projects
•
•
•

Sea4Value– Providing blueprints towards digitalization, service innovation and information flows
in maritime transport (01.04.2020 – 31.12.2022)
A path towards development of an innovative smart shipping service, ”Remote pilotage”
Main Partners:
–
–
–
–
–
–

•
•

The financing is offered by the Business Finland.
Investigated concepts
–
–

•

Dimecc
Finnpilot
Brighthouse
Awake.AI
Novia University of Applied Sciences
Aalto University

Intelligent fairway
Remote pilotage

Tasks related to safety and security
ICNAME 2021
8
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SWOT
Why SWOT (Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats)?
- Good for preliminary decision-making
- Efficient for initial planning
Limitations
- Only preliminary findings

© Wiki
ICNAME 2021
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1st idea
Unmanned cargo ship between Tallin and Helsinki
- Idea similar to Yara Birkenland

Helpful

Harmful

Internal

External

Strength

Opportunities

-

-

Reduced operational costs
Improved safety
Resilience
Can be a novel design
Improved emissions
Automatic mooring is available

Completely novel design
Coupled with autonomous ports and trucks?
Operation during the night
Other shipping routes in the GoF

Weaknesses

Threats

-

-

Battery capacity vs speed
No humans
Infrastructure update

© Eckeröline

Economy of scale
Dense traffic
Difficult approaches
Big changes in logistics
Distance ( 80 km) (not 15-18km in Norwegian fjords)
13-55km Yara Birkenland
20.12.2021
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2nd idea
Small urban ferries
- Similar to ÄlyVESI
© hel.fi

Helpful

© https://citytourspb.ru/en/city-cruise/

Internal

External

Strength

Opportunities

- Reduced operational costs
- Improved safety
- Can be a retrofit

- Small distance
- Alternative propulsion solutions
- Suitable for Suomenlinna, archipelago and lake
route ferries

Weaknesses

Threats

Harmful - Battery capacity

- Dense traffic
- Currents etc.
- Managerial procedure for certification and
acceptance to operate
20.12.2021
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3rd idea
Plastic pollution cleaning vessels
- e.g. Waste Shark

Helpful

© https://www.dogonews.com/2019/4/8/trash-eating-sharksare-taking-over-harbors-worldwide

Internal

External

Strength

Opportunities

-

-

-

Harmful

© Disney plus

Has been tested in a number of countries
(Netherlands, South Africa, Singapore)
Easy to implement

Small safety implications
Huge potential market
UAV for sediments cleaning
Oil pollution?

Weaknesses

Threats

-

-

Innovation?

Competition
Effectiveness?
Other systems of cleaning

© https://rivercleaning.com/river-cleaning-system/
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© https://designedconscious.com/plastics-inthe-ocean/sustainability-news-stories/12river-plastic-cleanup-projects/
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4th idea
Drones for monitoring pollution

- Fan Zhou et al. 2019
- Monitoring of compliance with fuel sulfur content regulations through
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) measurements of ship emissions

Helpful

Harmful

Internal

External

Strength

Opportunities

-

-

Easy to implement
Ship drones (larger operational time)

Ships can be also used
Medium safety implications
Not only Sox emissions but also level of pollution, fish,
temperature, weather, eutrophism

Weaknesses

Threats

-

-

Aerial drones (limited operation)
Issues with accuracy

Rohi et al. 2020 Autonomous monitoring, analysis, and countering of air
pollution using environmental drones Heliyon 6 (2020)

Competition

20.12.2021
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Conclusions
• Autonomous ships and technology becomes more and more
tangible reality
• Aalto has experience in connection to autonomous ships projects
• Autonomous technologies can contribute to the GoF sustainability
– Novel greener supply chains
– Reduced operational costs
– Cleaning/mitigating activities
– Monitoring activities

ICNAME 2021
14
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Thank you for your attention
We are open to collaborative proposals

You can contact us at the following emails
Dr Victor Bolbot
victor.bolbot@aalto.fi
Dr Ahmad BahooToroody ahmad.bahootoroody@aalto.fi
Prof Osiris V. Banda
osiris.valdez.banda@aalto.fi

Taavi Liblik, Germo Väli, Inga Lips, Madis-Jaak Lilover, Villu Kikas,
and Jaan Laanemets

Pycnocline determines the vertical physical, biogeochemical fluxes.
Stable mixed layer shallower or comparable to euphotic zone is required for
the primary production.
Annual cycle in stratification in most of the Baltic:
• Deep mixed layer during winter- well deeper than euphotic zone;
• Shallow mixed layer in spring/summer – in the same order with the
euphotic zone depth.

• Wintertime stratification phenomena under ice near
freshwater source at nearshore regions, extending 10–20
km from the coast, have been reported (Granskog et al.,
2005; Kari et al., 2018; Merkouriadi and Leppäranta,
2015).

Kari et al.
2018

Kari et al.
2018

• Large freshwater input, which is concentrated to the east;
• Elongated shape;
• SST passes temperature of maximum density

Hypothesis: Haline stratification occurs at depth
comparable to the euphotic zone depth in the whole
Gulf of Finland in winter.

• Along gulf RV
surveys (CTD,
Chl a,
phytoplankton
biomass)
2011/2012 and
2013/2014.
• Across-gulf
ferrybox
transect.
• Historical CTD
data.
• GETM model run
2010-2019.

Mixed layer depth
> 40 m
Shallow mixed
layer, slightly
higher Chl-a
Shallow mixed
layer, Chl-a ~2
mg/l

Deepening of the
mixed layer
Shallow mixed
layer, Chl-a > 3-4
mg/l
Patterns confirmed
by observations in
2013/14 winter

Westerly wind - Easterly wind or neutral

• Saltier and warm
water occupied the
transect at the
beginning of
January;
• Fresher water was
spreading along the
northern coast
starting in midJanuary
• Whole gulf filled by
fresher water in
mid-February

Tallinn-Helsinki ferrybox 2011/12 and
2013/14 winter

W-wind prevailing: blockage
of fresher water advection,
strong vertical mixing;

E-winds: westward advection
of fresher water, shallow UML
along the northern coast

W-wind impulse after E-wind
prevailing: southward
advection of fresher water
and expansion of area
covered by shallow and
productive UML

• November – December:
Deep UML, shallow
mixed layer unlikely.
• January: Shallow mixed
layer occurrence up to
40 % in the NE.
• February: Shallow
mixed layer occurrence
around 50-60% in the
northern coast.
• March: Shallow mixed
layer occurrence
around >50% in the
whole gulf.

• Occurrence of density
difference between 40 m and
sea surface >0.5 kg m–3,
2560 historical
measurements.

• Longitude 23 is the
western border of the
phenomena.
• Probably related to the
coastal morphology- the
Gulf of Finland extension
in the Baltic Proper gets
wider.

• The maximum of the UML depth in the gulf mostly occurred in December
and well before SST decreased to Tmd (maximum density temp.)
• The onset of re-stratification occurred at temperatures below Tmd in the
gulf.
• Negative NAO associates with early onset of stratification.
• Strong positive NAO in 2011/12 and 2013/14 (our surveys).
UML depth from October to March

Negative NAO

Strong
positive
NAO

Stratification at the depth comparable to the euphotic zone (10-20 m) forms
in late January–early February along the northern coast and one month later
in the whole gulf.
Stratification is mainly maintained by the positive buoyancy flux created by
the fresher water advection.
Elevated Chl a and phytoplankton biomass were registered in the shallow
mixed layer in winter.
Wintertime stratification is a common phenomenon, which also evokes
without ice in the gulf. Its western boundary is at the entrance area to the
gulf.

Interannual variations in the wintertime UML are connected to the North
Atlantic Oscillation.

Study is published: Liblik, T., Väli, G., Lips, I., Lilover, M.-J., Kikas, V., & Laanemets, J.
(2020). The winter stratification phenomenon and its consequences in the Gulf of
Finland, Baltic Sea. Ocean Science, 16, 1475–1490.

This work was financially supported by the Estonian Research Council grant (PRG602) and
Institutional Research Funding IUT (IUT19-6) and Estonian Science Foundation grant 9382.

Climate impact on runoff and nutrient
load for the Gulf of Finland tributaries.
Project SEVIRA
Sergey A.Kondratyev, Marina V.Shmakova, Ekaterina V. Ivanova*
Institute of Limnology of the Russian Academy of Sciences IL RAS

3 rivers

Pilot areas

•
•
•

SEstra river Russia
VIrojoki Finland
RAkkolanjoki ( Seleznevka) Transboundary

ILHM and ILLM - modeling tools

The runoff model - ILHM
(Institute of Limnology Hydrological Model) was
developed at the Institute of Limnology RAS [Kondratyev,
Shmakova, 2005; Kondratyev, 2007] and is designed for
calculations of hydrographs of snowmelt and rainfall
runoff from the catchment area, as well as water levels in
the waterbody. The model has a conceptual framework
and describes the processes of snow accumulation and
snowmelt, evaporation and soil moisture in the aeration
zone, runoff formation, as well as runoff within a
homogeneous catchment, the characteristics of which are
assumed to be constant for the entire area.

The model of nutrient loading – ILLM
(Institute of Limnology Load Model) was developed on the basis
of existing modeling of runoff and removal of nutrients from the
catchment areas and nutrient inputs into the water bodies
[Kondratyev, 2007]. The recommendations of the HELCOM for
assessing the load on water bodies of the Baltic Sea were also
built into the model [Guidelines ..., 2005]. The model is designed
to solve problems associated with the quantification of nutrient
load formed by point and nonpoint sources of pollution, and a
forecast of its changes under the influence of possible
anthropogenic and climatic changes. The model incorporates the
existing capabilities of data input from the state monitoring
system of water bodies, as well as of materials of state statistical
reporting on wastewater discharges and agricultural activities in
catchment areas.

ILHM Runoff Modeling

Sestra

Vironjoki

1 - Runoff monitoring,
2 - ILHM calibration,
3 - ILHM testing

Rakkolanjoki

Climate change
impact

All forcing agents'
atmospheric CO2-equivalent
concentrations (in parts-permillion-by-volume (ppmv))
according to the four RCPs
used by the fifth IPCC
Assessment Report to make
predictions.

RCP2.6 & RCP 8.5 scenarios (P,mm/year & T,oC)
Data on the selected scenarios are available in the Archives of
the European Center for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts[https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/search?t
ype=dataset&keywords=((%20%22Temporal%20coverage:%2
0Future%22%20))
The climate scenarios were calculated using the Institute Pierre
Simon Laplace climate model (IPSL-CM5A, 2010 – until now). It
is the last version of the IPSL model and is based on a physical
atmosphere-land-ocean-sea ice model, and it also includes a
representation of the carbon cycle, the stratospheric chemistry
and the tropospheric chemistry with aerosols.

Results of simulation
Sestra river
(evap. & runoff, mm/year)

Possible change in annual evaporation for
the Sestra river (mm/year) for the
perspective to 2100 according to the
scenarios RCP 2.6 (1) and RCP 8.5 (2)

Possible changes in annual runoff for the
Sestra river (mm/year) for the perspective
to 2100 according to the scenarios RCP
2.6 (1) and RCP 8.5 (2).

Results of simulation
Rakkilanjoki river
(evap. & runoff, mm/year)

Possible changes in annual evaporation
for the Rakkolanjoki river (mm/year) for
the perspective to 2100 according to the
scenarios RCP 2.6 (1) and RCP 8.5 (2)

Possible changes in annual runoff for the
Rakkolanjoki river (mm/year) for the
perspective to 2100 according to the
scenarios RCP 2.6 (1) and RCP 8.5 (2)

Results of simulation
Virojoki river
(evap. & runoff, mm/year)

Possible changes in annual
evaporation for the Virojoki river
(mm/year) for the perspective to
2100 according to the scenarios
RCP 2.6 (1) and RCP 8.5 (2)

Possible changes in annual runoff
for the Virojoki river (mm/year) for
the perspective to 2100 according
to the scenarios RCP 2.6 (1) and
RCP 8.5 (2)

Runoff, P and N specific load
assessment for 2006-2015 and 2091-2100 using RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 scenarios

The main results of modeling activity

The considered climatic scenarios are extreme. Most likely that real changes of
greenhouse gas emissions into the atmosphere, meteorological parameters and
river runoff will show mean values. Therefore, by the end of the 21st century we
hardly expect significant changes in the hydrological regime and nutrient load in
the studied area caused by climatic changes

Acknowledgements
Many thanks to Sirkka Tattari and Jari Koskiaho, SYKE
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The HAZLESS project: assessment of the
transboundary issue of chemical pollution in
the eastern Gulf of Finland
Ivan Kuprijanov1*, Andrey Sharov2, Nadezhda Berezina3, Kari Lehtonen4
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BACKGROUND
Environmental problems related to
ecological effects of hazardous
substances (HS), including substances
from the HELCOM Core Indicators list:
• trace metals
• PAHs
• PCBs
• organotins
• phenols/alkylphenols
• pharmaceuticals
produce a threat to the eastern GoF
environment through accumulation in the
various matrices and altering biological
functions of aquatic organisms
Trilateral scientific communities from Estonia, Russia and Finland.

The Gulf of Finland Science Days, Tallinn, 29-30 November, 2021

OBJECTIVES

The overall objective:
Adaptation and implementation of uniform biological indicators
for assessment and control of environmental quality in the
eastern GoF
The main outputs of the HAZLESS:
 The standard approach and strategies for transnational
monitoring and assessment of emerging chemicals and harmful
substances (HS) and their effects in the programme area and
whole GoF

The Gulf of Finland Science Days, Tallinn, 29-30 November, 2021

OBJECTIVES
-Fulfill the existing gaps in the studies of
priority substances along the eastern Gulf of
Finland (GoF)

-The compilation of available data from
neighboring countries (mainly Russia and
Estonia) and collection of additional data from
hotspot areas
-The numerical modelling of the spatial
distribution of HS from different sources
(mainly riverine/atmospheric origin)
-Implementation of assessment of toxicity to
biota with a set of effect indices by conduction
of exposure studies on substances of high
environmental concern (e.g., TBT, diclofenac).

The Gulf of Finland Science Days, Tallinn, 29-30 November, 2021

https://www.refractorymetal.org/how-doescadmium-harm-the-human-body/

METHODS:
DATA AND SAMPLES New data collection

Data analyses

The Gulf of Finland Science Days, Tallinn, 29-30 November, 2021

METHODS :
LABORATORY EXPOSURE STUDIES

Analysis of the cardio activity of mollusks
(e.g. Limecola baltica, Anodonta anatina,
Mytilus trossulus)
Determination of the respiratory activity
The Gulf of Finland Science Days, Tallinn, 29-30 November, 2021

•
•

METHODS:
BIOASSAYS, CAGES
Ecotoxicological tests of sediments

Mortality/Reproductive disorders/Biomarkers

-Amphipodes: Monoporeia affinis,
Pontogammarus robustoides, Gmelinoides
fasciatus, Gammarus tigrinus
-Caged mussels: Mytilus trossulus, Dreissena
polymorpha, Unio pictorum

Sediment biotest
Installation of the cage

disorders2021
in amphipods
The Gulf of Finland Science Days,Reproductive
Tallinn, 29-30 November,

Cage with mussels
Molecular biomarker analyses

RESULTS:
POTENTIAL ACCUMULATION

Simulated suspended particulate matter sedimentation
from the main river basins across the eastern GoF
Kuprijanov, I., Väli, G., Sharov, A., Berezina, N., Liblik, T., Lips, U.,
Kolesova, N., Maanio, J., Junttila, V., Lips, I., 2021. Hazardous
substances in the sediments and their pathways from potential
sources in the eastern Gulf of Finland. Mar. Pollut. Bull. 170,
112642. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.marpolbul.2021.112642
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RESULTS:
HELCOM INDICATORS (SEDIMENTS)
HELCOM threshold (Cadmium): 2,3
mg/kg dw
HELCOM threshold (Lead): 120 mg/kg
dw

HELCOM threshold (TBT): 1,6 μg /kg dw
(5% TOC) 
HELCOM threshold (ANT): 24 μg /kg dw
(5% TOC) 
Kuprijanov, I., Väli, G., Sharov, A., Berezina, N., Liblik, T., Lips, U.,
Kolesova, N., Maanio, J., Junttila, V., Lips, I., 2021. Hazardous
substances in the sediments and their pathways from potential
sources in the eastern Gulf of Finland. Mar. Pollut. Bull. 170,
112642. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.marpolbul.2021.112642
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RESULTS:
PHARMACEUTICALS
7 compounds were recorded in seawater samples
in a range of measured concentrations from 0.1 to
4452 ng/L :
• caffeine [81% of samples]
• carbamazepine [81%]
• ketoprofen [60%]
• diclofenac [23 %]
• ciprofloxacin, trimethoprim, and
clarithromycin)
• Antibiotics were presented in trace
concentrations.
• In sediment samples, 6 pharmaceuticals (0.1–
66.2 ng g−1) were detected. The most common
was carbamazepine (80%)
Chernova, E., Zhakovskaya, Z., Berezina, N., 2021.
Occurrence of pharmaceuticals in the Eastern Gulf
of Finland (Russia). Environ. Sci. Pollut. Res.
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11356-021-15250-1
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RESULTS:
EXPOSURE STUDY (DCF)
• Bivalve mollusks Unio pictorum exposed to 1
μg/L DCF maintained the ionic balance
between the organism and the diluted medium
at a significantly higher level of Na, K, and Mg
ions in water compared to the control and
animals exposed to 0.1 μg/L DCF
• At 0.1 μg/L DCF, the greater loss concerning
the control (p < 0.05) was found only for Na
ion.
• There were no differences in the dynamics of
Ca ions between control and both treatments.
Martemyanov, V.I., Berezina, N.A., Mavrin, A.S., Sharov,
A.N., 2021. Shifted mineral ions transport in the
mollusk Unio pictorum exposed to environmental
concentrations of diclofenac. Comp. Biochem. Physiol.
Part - C Toxicol. Pharmacol. 248, 109107.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cbpc.2021.109107
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CONCLUSIONS ON OUTCOMES SO FAR:

Chemical residues continue to
affect the state of the environment.
sediment
dwelling
biota

Persistent organic pollutants and
heavy metals in accumulation areas and
around centers of the maritime activity revealed by the environmental surveys
during the last decade:
 Closely approach in some matrixes (e.g. Pb in sediments)
 While more often exceed manifold (e.g. PAH Anthracene, Hg in biota, Pb in biota/water,
Cd and TBT in biota/sediments) of good‐quality threshold set for the Baltic Sea
 Depending on the rate of sedimentation, HS might disperse along the shoreline in the
eastern GoF much further from the initial release within river estuary systems
 Important to take into account the gradient structure of possible dispersion when
planning monitoring activities

The Gulf of Finland Science Days, Tallinn, 29-30 November, 2021

Trophic chain

contaminated
sediments

FUTURE WAYS OF COLLABORATION –
KEEPING THE HEALTH OF THE GULF IN CHECK:

 Joint screening campaigns in established/emerging hotspots
• Large ports, shipyards, centres of recreational activities
 Combination of reliable approaches in hydrological,
chemical and biological effect monitoring across the Gulf:
• Environmental background (e.g. oxygen
conditions, nutrient levels)
• Continuous survey of contaminants
(e.g. in offshore accumulation areas)
• Cost effective biological effect monitoring
at shallow coastal areas (e.g. on subcellular,
individual levels) with available local species
or caging approach
 Developing regionally optimized integrated
approaches for the monitoring and assessment
of the health status of the GoF
The Gulf of Finland Science Days, Tallinn, 29-30 November, 2021

SOME POSSIBLE FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
FOR CONTINUATION OF TRILATERAL
COLLABORATION

• EU Horizon Europe calls
• special terms for involving Russian partners
• EU INTERREG BSR
• targeted issues (e.g., pharmaceuticals, dumped
munitions)
• EU CROSS BORDER COOPERATION (CBC)
• Estonia – Russia
• Southeast Finland – Russia (SEFR)
• Other EU calls
• e.g., BIODIVERSA+ (project proposal preparation
currently ongoing)
• Bi/trilateral joint ventures funded by national ministries,
foundations and other research funding agencies

The Gulf of Finland Science Days, Tallinn, 29-30 November, 2021

Thank you for attention!

Get to know more about HAZLESS:

hazless.msi.ttu.ee

Estonia-Russia Cross Border Cooperation Programme 2014-2020 aims to foster cross-border cooperation across the borders between the Republic of Estonia and
the Russian Federation to promote socio-economic development in the regions on both sides of the common borders. The Programme web-site:
www.estoniarussia.eu

This study has been produced with the financial assistance of the Estonia – Russia Cross Border Cooperation Programme 2014-2020. The content of
this publication is the sole responsibility of TalTech and can under no circumstances be regarded as reflecting the position of the Programme
participating countries alongside with the European Union.

The Gulf of Finland Science Days 2021
“New start for the Gulf of Finland co-operation”
Estonian Academy of Sciences, Tallinn, 29-30 November
2021

Seals in the Gulf of Finland - a status review and
perspectives
Mikhail Verevkin1, Mart Jüssi2
Federal State budget Institution St. Petersburg Scientific Center of the Russian
Academy of Sciences (SPbSC RAS), Russia
1

2

Pro Mare MTÜ (non-profit consultancy), Estonia

Ringed seal sub-populations and abundance in the Baltic Sea
The Gulf of Bothnia > 10 000, slowly growing, but annual growth rate
stays below the potential for healthy population.
The Archipelago Sea 200-300, data scarce.

The Gulf of Finland (Eastern part): 100+, no trends detectable, critically
low population (less than Saimaa seal and Mediterranean monk seal) with
high degree of isolation from the other sub-populations.

The Gulf of Riga > 1000, no trends over past 25 years

Results of the ringed seal censuses in the Russian part of the Gulf of
Finland in 2010-2021. Standard (HELCOM) method used.
Year

Survey
length (km)

Area of
survey
sq.km

2010

347,5

278

1193

23,3

6

26

2012

642,2

517

3916

13,2

12

90

361,2
490,2
365,9

289
392
293

1640
2451
2081

17,7
16
14

9
13
10

200

160

1191

13

13

216
273

172,8
218,5

1218
1300

14,1
16,7

19
16

51
81
71
100 (+13
FIN)
135
96

2017

2018
2021

Ringed seals
Ice area %% of ice
Absol.
sq.km
surveyed Seen
num.*

Telemetry data from 23 ringed seals in the Gulf of Finland.
The sample represents approximately 20 % of the population!

Home ranges of two seals calculated from outermost registered
locations on their tracks (September - February).

Behaviour allows to detect key habitats

Core distribution area (black), all year, satellite distribution areas (dark blue) summer, reproduction (red),
winter if/when the sea freezes.
Truly international species requiring common research and conservation efforts !!!

Long range movements of seal rs33-815-18.

330 kilometres from Moshnyi to Vormsi (West
Estonia) in just 106 hours and returned covering
345 kilometres in 101 hours.
Gulf of Finland to Åland sea later in the season
covering 340 kilometres in 104.5 hours.
Constant average linear movement speed during
these transfers 3.23 km/h.

Grey seals in the Baltic Sea

The abundance of the Grey Seal in the Baltic
(HELCOM - coordinated surveys)
Gray seal

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2018

2019

2020 2021

Part of the Gulf of Finland
Russian

390

326

331

400

168

446

305

Finnish

315

347

460

390

335

876

710 No data

685

663 1011

Estonian

51

130

174

250

112

95

178

323

134

Total Gulf of Finland

756

Total in the Baltic Sea

20700 22000 22330 20395 23139 23941 28095

803

965

1040 615

1417 1193

1204

164

No data 1593 1638

419

?

?

2390 3068

?

38000

40075 41530

The grey seal abundance has grown 2X in the Baltic in past 15 years while in GoF it has grown 4X !

Haul outs of Gray seals in the southeastern part of the Gulf of Finland

Stony
reef

Sandbank

Haul outs of Gray seals in the northeastern part of the Gulf of
Finland

Good ice winters
of 21st Century
Ice is key breeding habitat
for seals
and key work habitat for researchers

March 1, 2003

After April 15, ice was
present only in 2003, 2006,
2010, 2011 and 2012.
April 19, 2003

April 10, 2014

April 11, 2015
April 15,
2016

April 12,
2019

To sum up:
• The ringed seals in the Gulf of Finland are critically low in numbers and isolated to a very high degree
This makes them vulnerable to local extinction. Ringed seal is a serious conservation concern.
• The numbers of grey seal in the gulf of are growing two times faster than the average for the
Baltic sea. With increased numbers they challenge the seal-fisheries interactions and indirectly thus the status
of the ringed seals too.
• The key breeding habitats of seals are found in the Eastern part of the gulf and the deteriorating
ice conditions are bringing about critical (ringed seals) or unfavourable (grey seal) changes in breeding
success.

• To maintain a good overview of the seals’ status in this semi-closed sea are alternative survey methods
are developed for ringed seals in the conditions of warm winters. The methods will be part of the HELCOM monitoring guidelin
• Dense cooperation and international coordination are the preconditions for fruitful work with
seals in the Gulf of Finland. Changing environment calls for full attention and involvement of the
best available expertise to maintain the unique diversity and ecological balances of the gulf in close
and far future.

From MARine Ecosystem Accounting to integrated governance
for sustainable planning of marine and coastal areas

Ecosystem services in the Gulf of Finland – the
approach of MAREA project
Susanna Jernberg, Jonne Kotta, Maurizio Sajeva, Dace Strigune, Louise Forsblom, Tin-Yu Lai, Wilma Viljanmaa,
Kristina Veidemane, Anda Ruskule, Agnese Reke, Liisa Saikkonen,Elina Virtanen, Ville Karvinen, Marco Nurmi,
Francisco Barboza, Kirsi Kostamo, Liisi Lees, Robert Aps, Rovert Szava-Kovats, Harri Kuosa and others..
Gulf of Finland Science days
30.11.2021

Photo: Mats Westerbom
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Challenge: achieve sustainable use of natural resources
Ecosystem approach
Convention of Biological Diversity:
“a strategy for the integrated management of land, water and living
resources that promotes conservation and sustainable use in an
equitable way “
Information is required from
- ecosystem state,
- the supply and use of ecosystem services
- the links between human activities and their pressures
- Integration of this knowledge

2

First aim: Developing ecosystem service
mapping and modelling
Potschin, M. and R. Haines-Young (2011):

3

Pekka Sihvonen

Juuso Haapaniemi, Metsähallitus

Data and knowledge from previous projects
MERIAVAIN project

Habitat
Habitat

Regulation and maintenance

decomposing wastes, water flow regulation
etc..

Provisioning

Habitat

Food, materials etc.

Species
Species

Velmu map
service

Cultural

Recreation, Symbolic, sacred or religious
meanings

4
PlanWise4Blue tool

Photo: Juuso Haapaniemi, Metsähallitus

Additional data is collected from

Survey targeted to
coastal visitors
• More information on
recreational activities
along coastal areas

Social media
platorms
• Picture contents and
places
• Under investigation,
not sure if possible to
utilize

Satellite images
• Copernicus data to
model common reed
(Phragmites Australis)
distribution

5

Modelled services in the pilot areas (Gulf of Finland and
Gulf of Riga) include for example:

● Regulating services
• Blue carbon
• Ferromanganese concretions
● Provisioning service
• Common reed harvesting
• Fucus compounds
● Cultural services services
• Recreational opportunities
• Aesthetic services
6
Wikimedia Commons / Darkone CC BY-SA 2.0 <https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0>

Cumulative impacts are
evaluated

Methodology based on Kotta
et al. 2020 Environemntal
Advances
7

Second aim: Developing concepts of ecosystem accounting
framework in the Baltic Sea environment

Test the Natural Capital Accounting concept in the pilot areas by linking the
maps of ecosystem services developed with already existing data sources on
relevant economic sectors

Ecosystem extent
account
Ecosystem condition
account

Service supply
account

Monetary
account
8

Photo: Mats Westerbom

Valuation of selected services: common reed use, blue carbon, cultural
services etc.
Survey in preparation for valuing cultural services in all three countries
Trade-off analysis example

Cutting benefits
Common reed extent

Cultural benefits

Habitat

9

Third aim: Creating sustainability compass towards
sustainable development goals

Indicator-based
assessment tool for
evaluating the
sustainability of different
marine sectors

Photo: Hannu Vallas

Sustainability compass
● Targets different marine sectors such as windfarm and
aquaculture
● Indicators are collected to represent human well-being,
economy and ecosystem state
● A web-tool will be develop allowing easy use of the indicators
● Will be developed in collaboration with marine sectors

11

Fourth aim: Building a synthetic decision-support
geoportal for sustainable maritime planning in pilot
areas
http://www.sea.ee/planwise4blue

12

Thank you!
susanna.jernberberg@syke.fi
Twitter: @MAREA_CB

http://marea.balticseaportal.net/

Photo: Juuso Haapaniemi / MH
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Linking marine natural values and underwater
cultural heritage to promote sustainable blue ecotourism in the Gulf of Finland (Baltic Sea)
Robert Aps, Jonne Kotta, Mihhail Fetissov, Kristjan Herkül, Liisi Lees
Estonian Marine Institute, University of Tartu

Ecotourism
A sustainable blue economy is creating tangible
opportunities for new jobs and businesses
(COM/2021/240 final). Tourism is an important sector
in blue economy.

Ecotourism is an emerging alternative to mass
tourism, with reduced negative environmental
impacts and higher benefits to local communities.
2

Ecotourism
The main characteristic of ecotourism is its objective
to promote nature conservation through a principle of
a ‘protection through usage’

In ecotourism activities the use of participatory tools
such as citizen science is very useful to collect data at
a low cost while involving local communities and
educate visitors and industry value chain

3

Sustainable blue ecotourism
Sustainable blue ecotourism is contributing to
creation of socio-economic benefits for the local
community while preserving natural ecosystems

https://www.resortsupportfiji.com/2019/07/blue-tourism-transition-sustainable-coastalmaritime-tourism-world-marine-regions/

4

Participatory GIS - mch4blue
The INTERREG BSR Baltic RIM project has developed the user-friendly
participatory GIS web portal
(http://www.sea.ee/mch4blue/Map/Content)
• The aim is to provide marine eco-divers with background
information on sustainable marine eco-dive destinations connected
to marine natural and cultural heritage assets
• Participatory GIS portal supports eco-divers and groups of other
stakeholders in geographic problem-solving and decision-making

5

6

Zoom (also mouse
wheel) and pan

Base maps

Switching layers on and off

Change layer transparency

Clicking on a layer displays
feature information incl.
links to national registries
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Environmental data

Nature protection areas
Underwater cultural heritage

Administrative boundaries
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9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
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Conclusions
The mch4blue portal presents the data of marine natural values
and maritime underwater cultural heritage that are publicly
available for eco-divers and sustainable ecotourism in general
These data are publicly available also in support of the strategies
of medium and long-term maritime sustainable ecotourism
development to enhance its growth, consolidation, and
sustainability at local, national, and regional level, based on the
need of the local communities, through participative workshops,
capacity building activities, and inclusive processes
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Thank you very much for your attention!
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Perspectives for Integrated
Multitrophic Aquaculture
in the Gulf of Finland
Georg Martin, Jonne Kotta, Jack Hall
Estonian Martine Institute, University of Tartu

Aquaculture in Estonia

Submitted applications for building permit in Estonian
marine area. November, 2021
Aquaculture

http://mereala.hendrikson.ee/kaardirakendus.html

Land-based fish farms

Conventional tank

Conventional tank

Raceway trout Denmark

RAS - recirculation

Open net farming

Floating bag concept

Floating bags with dimension from 6 000 m3 to 30 000 m3. Pumping cost is 1 kwh per 1 kg fish produced, land-based
farming is > 600%.

Ship based concept

What is IMTA system?
Integrated multi-trophic aquaculture
(IMTA) provides the byproducts,
including waste, from one aquatic
species as inputs (fertilizers, food) for
another. Farmers combine fed
aquaculture (e.g., fish, shrimp) with
inorganic extractive (e.g., seaweed)
and organic extractive (e.g., shellfish)
aquaculture to create balanced
systems for environment remediation
(biomitigation), economic stability
(improved output, lower cost, product
diversification and risk reduction) and
social acceptability (better
management practices).
(Chopin et al 2001)

Kotta et al 2020

Kotta et al 2020

Kotta et al 2022

Kotta et al 2022

Project (2017-2021): Treating of fish-farm effluents by cultivation of macroalagae.

•

3 trials – 5 weeks in length / 2 seasons

•

Fish tank stocked with rainbow trout

•

Tanks stocked with 2kg macroalgae, different species tested

•

Fourth series left as control

Ulva as
Biofilter
High nutrient uptake
rates
Fast growing
Long vegetative period

Can grow unattached
Ulva widely distributed
and easy to grow

Growth Rate

Under peak conditions a 4% biomass growth/24 hour
rate was achieved
However, growth was highly variable due to day time
temperature spikes and other factors associated with
outdoor cultivation

Aquaponic mussel and organic waste
Aquaponic mussel integration to fish farming by use of land-based tanks or the floating bag concept;
possibility to establish neutral organic waste flux to the sea
Floating bag concept

Tanks on land

Musse
l

2x fishbags per 1x mussel bag
400 tons fish - 24 tons mussel per year

Musse
l

4x fishtanks per 1x mussel bag
400 tons fish - 24 tons mussel per year

Senstad et al 2021

Circular economy - mussel
Aquaponic
modeling mussel
;

Modeling –
• Growth/filtering capacity
• concentration of suspended
particles

• winter/summer
• mortality, predation

Harvest planning-

• optimum quality or
alternative:
• Mussel populations can
easy stay for a longer
period
• => capturing suspended
organic particles to
avoid nutrient emissions
to sea rather than
optimize the mussel
biomass

Floating bags / fish tanks
creates a steady mussel food
flow 24/7
Productivity is approx. 24 tons live
weight per mussel bag per year
(48 tons per 2 years) for every 400
tons live fish biomass

• Multiple choice

Senstad et al 2021

Circular economy - mussel
Circular; economy Mussel
The starting point of
the aquaponic
integration starts
with a sea-based
mussel seedling
cultivation

• best location
• Planning time of
year- spring
• cultivation
techniques

Advantages
• avoid red tides

• reduce the
contaminations of
bio-accumulation
• 24/7 food supply
will result in a
good winter
growth
• creates outfluxes
of carbon and
may eliminate
total organic
fluxes

Risk factors
• diseases/predation

• how to ensure that
the food particles
are suspended in
the water column
• cultivation and
harvest technique
in the mussel bags
must be
investigated

Circular economy
• Employment
• harvesting and
value-added
processing linenot specified here
• 20 000 tons fish
production may
equal to 1 200
tons mussel
biomass

 Mussel may act as feed ingredient for both land animal and for fish, as well as human food, or act just
as a filter capturing organism

Senstad et al 2021

Aquaponic macroalgae nutrient assimilation
Aquaponic macroalgae integration to fish farms by use of land-based tanks or the floating bag concept
Floating bag concept

Tanks on land

Musse
l

Musse
l

Macroalgae

Macroalgae

Best solution
4x fish bag for every 1x algae bag

If good location is found- we predict that floating
mussel bags represent a capex and cost advantage
compare to land-based macroalgae cultivation

Senstad et al 2021

Circular economy - macroalgae
Circular; economy Macroalgae

Best cultivation
techniques for
aquaponic

Final product

Productivity

• chemical content

A large fish bag may produce

•

Sun light/
suspended in the
water column

• added value

• 200 tons fish biomass per year

• food/feed chain

Not attached to
substrate nor
bentic

•

• 20 bags may represent 4 000
tons fish=> preliminary
observations is that we here
can integrate approx. 5x algae
bags

•

energy

• producing 5 x 1 620 tons wet
weight algae per year (8 000
tons)- 200% more than fish
biomass

These estimates
are based upon
• our assumptions
as of today
• The large
waterflow from
the fish tanks can
disturb the
assimilation
efficiency

• should be verified
under controlled
cultivation

Senstad et al 2021

Environmental impact
Nitrogen gram/kg
fish

Phosphorus gram/kg
fish

Current Water Act per 1kg fish produced

50,0

7,0

Latest Baltic fish feed Open nets

44,4

5,1

Tanks/ bags excluding mechanical water filtration

37,6

4,0

Tanks/bags with water filtration 100 micro

35,5

2,7

Tanks/bags with water filtration + mussel

33,7

1,6

20,2 gram (-60%)

0,8 gram (-89%)

Tanks/bags with water filtration + mussel + algae

Physical integrated aquaponic algae and mussel to Open net farming is impossible
Organic waste can be fully captured by the filtering mussel for tanks on land and floating fish bags
Open sea cultivation of macroalgae Ulva intestinalis is difficult to setup, fragile, weather conditions problematic economy platform?
Open sea cultivation of blue mussel is capable of capture waste volume of ambient natural suspended
organic materials, that can counterbalance the fluxes from fish farming activity - however the cultivation
dimensions are very very large

Senstad et al 2021

Conclusions - Recommendations
• IMTA concept has great potential possibly enabling
extensive marine based finfish aquaculture in nutrient
enriched GoF environment
• IMTA approach can be applied in different setups
utilising different finfish aquaculture technologies
• Experimental, near real size farm/station should be
established to verify efficiency of removal of nutrients
and particulate organic matter from fish-farm effluents
by combining filtering thechnologies ant IMTA
• Efforts should be made to create a market based
solutions for utilising the mussel and macroalgal
biomass from IMTA setup

Microplastics in the
northern Baltic Sea
bottom sediments

Jyri Tirroniemi, Outi Setälä, Maiju
Lehtiniemi
The Finnish Environment Institute
Gulf of Finland Science Days, 29-30.11.2021

Aims
● Microplastic (MP)
concentration in coastal soft
bottom sediments
● Testing and developing
methods for monitoring
• Sediment sampler
• Extraction of microplastics
• Filter mesh size
• Detection, measuring and
quantifying of MPs

Pojo bay
Coastal

Helsinki west
Helsinki east

2

Sediment sampling and pre-treatment

ESITYKSEN PITÄJÄ, SYKE 25.11.2021

3

Treatment and analyzes
● Density separation with
Sediment-Microplastic Isolation
(SMI) unit
• Zinc chloride 1.5 g/cm3
● Treatment with cellulase,
chitinase and hydrogen
peroxide
● Second density separation

4

Treatment and analyzes

25.11.2021

● After extraction samples
were stained with Nile red in
acetone 0.1 mg/ml
● Photographed with Leica M
165 FC fluorescent
microscope
● 9 separated pictures stitched
together
● Analyzed with Fiji software
● Selection of particles
analyzed with FTIR

5

Results

6

Result: smaller plastics are more abundant
● Smallest size fraction (25-50
µm) had significantly more
MP particles than four
biggest size fractions
● 80 % of particles found were
under 100 µm in diameter

MPs in size fractions (%)

%
50
45
40
35
30

25
20

15
10

5
25-50

50-100 100-150 150-200 200-500 > 500

Size fraction (µm)

25.11.2021

0

7

Results: High spatial
variation (20-5000 µm)

25.11.2021

● Tammisaari differed
significantly from four
location within Pojo bay
(marked with )
● Other locations with higher
concentrations were Pohja
(river mouth) and Syvänne
(deepest location in Pojo
Bay)
● Strong variations in MP
number within Pojo Bay

Sample
location

8

Results: MPs (20-5000 µm) particles/ kg dry
sediment
Microplastic concentration

pcs/kg
25000
20000
15000

10000
5000
0
25.11.2021

Pojo bay

9

Coastal stations

Summary
● Among the first sediment results from the northern Baltic Sea
● High MP concentrations
● Number of MPs varied greatly even within small area (few km)
● More samples needed for holistic assessment
● Smaller microplastics are more abundant than larger ones
● Results were used for developing monitoring

10

Thank you for the
attention!
Jyri Tirroniemi, researcher
Finnish Environment Institute SYKE
Contact: jyri.tirroniemi@syke.fi

@roskasakki
@Jyri_Tirroniemi
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SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION OF
MICROPLASTICS IN THE GULF OF FINLAND
Arun Mishra, Natalja Buhhalko, Kati Lind, Inga Lips, Urmas Lips, Taavi Liblik, Germo Väli
Department of Marine Systems
Tallinn University of Technology

STUDY AREA

❑ In total 10 sampling stations were
visited during the Monitoring Cruise
from 2016-2020.

❑ The GOF was further divided into
GOFW, GOFC and GOFE regions.
❑ Samples were collected from the
sea surface using a manta trawl
with a mesh size of 330 µm.

2

RESULTS
❑ In total, 6688 MP particles were
Year

Total MP

MP-fibers

MP-fragments

2016

0.84

0.45

0.39

2017

0.56

0.26

0.3

observed

2018

0.49

0.19

0.3

across all the 10 sampling stations

2019

0.26

0.13

0.14

2020

0.37

0.21

0.16

2016-2020

0.56

0.27

0.28

extracted from 13902 m3 of surface
water samples.
❑ The In the regions of GOFW, GOFC
and GOFE, mean MP concentration
were 0.64, 0.58 & 0.46 counts/m3
❑ 3031

MP-fibers

were

with an average concentration of
0.27

counts/m3

fragments

with

and
an

3657

MP-

average

concentration of 0.28 counts/m3.

❖ The concentration values are in counts/m3
3

RESULTS
Station

MP

MP-Fibers MP-Fragments 2016

2

0.75

0.34

0.41

14

0.59

0.33

0.26

BLRT

0.11

0.05

0.06

N12

0.76

0.38

0.38

N8

0.39

0.21

0.19

Paldiski

0.03

0.02

0.01

Paljassaare

0.66

0.33

0.33

Pirita

0.68

0.09

0.59

Sillamäe

0.46

0.23

0.23

Suurupi

0.37

0.2

0.17

❖ The concentration values are in counts/m3
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2017 2018

2019

2020

MP MORPHOLOGY
❑ Two shape classes of MPs
were distinguished during
the
monitoring
Cruises:MP-fibers and all
other
non-Fiber
MPs
shapes in the likes of
pellets, granules, film and
spherical were categorized
as MP-fragments.
❑ On
average,
73%
of
detected MPs were in size
range of 300-999 µm, and
27% contributed towards
1000-4999 µm.

5

DISTRIBUTION OF MP BY COLOURS

❑ Most of the MPs found were
Grey/Black (30.4%) followed
by Blue/Green (22.2%) and
white in colour.
❑ Dominant colour of MP-Fibers
were Grey/Black & Blue/Green
and for MP-Fragments, white
& Blue/Green

6

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF
MICROPLASTICS (MP)
❑ Average MP counts/m3 measured at
each sampling station and the overall
average

for

2016-2020

was

calculated as an airthmetic mean of
all individual concentrations in the
sampling location.
❑ There was significant difference in
the temporal variation of
MP
concentrations
in
the
GOF
(ANOVA test, F4,73 = 5.92; p =
0.0003)

7

MP VARIABILITY IN DIFFERENT
REGIONS OF GOF

❑ When pooling together all data for
selected regions, higher average MP
abundances

were

found

in

the

GOFW and GOFC than in the GOFE.

8

2016

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF
MP-FIBERS
❑ Average

MP-Fibers

counts/m3

measured at each sampling station
and the overall average for 20162020

was

calculated

as

an

airthmetic mean of all individual
concentrations

location.

9

in

the

sampling

MP-FIBERS VARIABILITY IN
DIFFERENT REGIONS OF GOF

❑ It is quite clear that open sea region
GOFC

(0.02-0.9

counts/m3)

had

maximum concentrations of MP-fibers.
❑ GOFW
GOFE

(0.005-0.77
(0.01-0.83

counts/m3)
counts/m3)

and
had

relatively lower fibers concentrations.
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SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF
MP-FRAGMENTS
❑ Average MP-Fragments counts/m3
measured at each sampling station
and the overall average for 20162020

was

calculated

as

an

airthmetic mean of all individual
concentrations

location.
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in

the

sampling

MP-FRAGMENTS VARIABILITY
IN DIFFERENT REGIONS OF GOF

❑ MP-fragments concentrations were
higher near the coastal stations
than open sea areas.
❑ GOFW
(0.004-1.38
counts/m3)
registered the highest fragments
concentration.

12

SEASONAL VARIABILITY OF
MEAN MP CONCENTRATION
❑ Seasonal variation of mean MP was observed
between the surveys in spring, summer,
autumn and winter.

❑ The concentration values are in counts/m3.
❑ The Spring month survey was from April-June,
Summer from July-September, Autumn from
October-November
and
winter
from
December-March.
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SEASONAL VARIABILITY OF
MP CONCENTRATION
ACROSS DIFFERENT
REGIONS IN THE GOF

There was significant difference
of MP concentration in the
summer, autumn and winter
surveys
(ANOVA
test,
F2,25 = 3.62; p = 0.04).
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MP CORELATION WITH WINDSPEED
WS v MP-conc

WS v MP_conc

1,8

1,4

1,6

y = -0,0668x + 1,0396
R² = 0,2159

1,2

MP_CONC

MP_CONC

1,4
1
0,8
0,6

y = -0,0408x + 0,5344
R² = 0,0727

1,2

0,4

1
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2

0,2

0

0
0

2

4

6

8

10

0

12

2

FRAG_CONC

FRAG_CONC

y = -0,0512x + 0,6041
R² = 0,3512

0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0
0

2

4

6

WIND SPEED

15

Station 14

8

8

10

WS v Frag_conc

WS v Frag-conc
1

6

WIND SPEED

WIND SPEED

1,2

4

10

12

0,45
0,4
0,35
0,3
0,25
0,2
0,15
0,1
0,05
0

y = -0,005x + 0,2038
R² = 0,0078

0

2

4

6

WIND SPEED

Station N8

8
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STATION N8 ANALYSIS WITH PHYSICAL FACTORS

When MP concentration are high.

When MP concentration are low.

Case

Date

MP-concentration

Case

Date

MP-concentration

A

22-04-2016

1.18

D

16-04-2019

0.02

B

31-10-2016

0.68

E

03-06-2016

0.18

C

30-05-2017

0.52

F

01-06-2019

0.21

D

02-06-2018

0.47

G

20-04-2018

0.22

16

EFFECT OF SALINITY ON MP CONCENTRATION

Case – High concentration
17

Case – Low concentration

STATION 14 ANALYSIS WITH PHYSICAL FACTORS

When MP concentration are high.

When MP concentration are low.

Case

Date

MP-concentration

Case

Date

MP-concentration

A

02-06-2016

1.68

D

01-06-2019

0.08

B

11-01-2018

1.03

E

05-06-2020

0.10

C

29-05-2017

0.98

F

20-09-2019

0.16

D

30-10-2016

0.96

18

EFFECT OF SALINITY ON MP CONCENTRATION

Case – High concentration
19

Case – Low concentration

SUMMARY

❑ MP was present across all the sampling sites in the GOF.
❑ The mean share of MP-fibers and MP-fragments was nearly the same.
❑ High spatial and temporal variability revealed in the GOF.
❑ Western part had higher mean MP concentrations than the central and eastern part of the GOF.

❑ The main physical parameters affecting the MP are
❑ the wind speed (offshore areas) and associated vertical mixing;
❑ the riverine discharge and its advection.
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IN SEARCH OF RELATIONS
BETWEEN FACTORS OF
UNDERWATER LANDSCAPES IN
THE EASTERN GULF OF FINLAND
USING GIS AND STATISTICS
Filipp Leontev1,2, Marina Orlova2, Daria Ryabchuk1,
Alexander Sergeev1
VSEGEI1, SPbRC RAS2
The Gulf of Finland Science Days Conference
November 30, 2021

Aim of the ADRIENNE Project

Creation of a publicly accessible GIS portal that will
provide an opportunity to assess the consequences of
anthropogenic impact on the underwater landscapes ecosystem of the
Gulf of Finland under various scenarios (including climate change).
Monitoring and
modeling

Cooperation between Finland,
Estonia and Russia

Search for new ways to reduce the risks of human activity
negative effects on biogeocenoses of the Gulf of Finland
2

www.sea.ee/adrienne

3

2019–2020 Sampling

Fieldwork Process

5

Laboratory Analysis and Data Processing

Grain size analysis
(sand and clay
fractions)

Result processing

Database for modeling
(physicochemical properties of water and
bottom sediments, characteristics of
substrates and benthos)
6

In Search of Relations

Expected outcome:
The possibility of assessing and predicting the condition of underwater
landscapes using the relationship between biotic and abiotic
components of underwater landscapes under anthropogenic load (geoand bioindication)
«The dependence of the distribution of macrozoobenthos on the salinity
and heterogeneity of the relief and bottom substrate was established,
however, the relationship between the spatial distribution of certain types
of bottom sediments and benthos at the level of mesohabitat was not
revealed» (Kaskela et al., 2017)
7

Using the BTM

Benthic Terrain Modeler (BTM) – ArcGIS extension for identifying
benthic zones and providing more detailed habitat maps

BTM

Bathymetry data

Relief model

8

Statistical analysis and Results
Data preparation: abnormal values excluded (three-sigma rule), ranks assigned to categorical values
FeMn concretions (1) → Gravel (2) → Medium Sand (5) → Clay (10)
Explanatory analysis – no evident relations.
• Pairwise Spearman correlation
Strong relationships (ρ > 0.7):
Abundance of macrozoobenthos–surface water Eh (ρ = -0.83, n = 146)
Biomass of macrozoobenthos–oxic bottom conditions (ρ = -0.76, n = 181)
Moderate relationships (ρ ≥ 0.5):
Abundance–surface water salinity, temperature of bottom sediments, presence of Fe-Mn concretions
Biomass–surface water salinity, sand on the surface of sediments, bottom water Eh
!Weak relationships (ρ < 0.5): abundance/biomass–sediments/BTM mesorelief types
• Linear regression
Statistical significance: abundance–sediments (p < 0.05)
Multiple linear regression: abundance–sediments*mesorelief types (p = 0.07)
10

Future Plans and Questions

1. Additional parameters: wave exposure, currents, river runoffs
2. 2021 field season data:
a) Small-scale study (better bathymetry data?)
b) Detailed investigations – Kurgalsky reef?
Other methods of GIS and nonparametric statistics?

11

Detailed Investigations: Kurgalsky Reef

• 3 m multibeam
• 9 stations already
• High depth difference
– perfect for BTM

12

Estonia-Russia Cross Border
Cooperation Programme
2014-2020

Thank you for your attention!
Filipp Leontev
(VSEGEI, SPbRC RAS)

leontyevph@gmail.com

The Gulf of Finland Science Days Conference
November 30, 2021

Methodological approaches to the
establishment of regulations for the use of
aquatorial zones of the Maritime Spatial
Plan in the Russian Federation
Anisimovets Anastasiia, Nosenko Natalie
Scientific and Research Institute of Maritime Spatial Planning Ermak
NorthWest (ErmakNW), Russia

Introduction
What is Marine Functional Zoning (MFZ)?
Main goals and functions of MFZ
The principles of the use of marine areas
Types of usage of MFZ

Categories of functional areas of MFZ

2

Background
• The proposed mechanisms for identifying water areas and establishing
restrictions were developed in a study conducted by Ermak North-West. These
mechanisms are formed on the basis of the current methodology of territorial
planning and spatial zoning in Russia.
• The mechanisms take into account the changes dictated by the uniqueness of
the environmental planning - the sea area – and target sustainable development
and preservation of the unique ecosystems of Russian seas.
• The Marine Functional Zoning System is part of the Maritime Spatial Plan and
defines the rules of the use of marine space. It is a method of rational
organization of space.
3

The main goals and principles of the
national maritime policy of Russia:
• Ensuring sustainable economic and social development of the country
• Conservation of marine natural systems and rational use of their resources
• A holistic approach to maritime activities and its differentiation in certain areas,
taking into account changes in their priority depending on the geopolitical
situation
• Ecosystem-based management - consideration of the marine environment as a
whole, and the processes in the marine environment in interrelation

4

Functional zoning approach
Maritime functional zoning (MFZ) - is a crucial part of marine spatial
planning (MSP). It establishes the boundaries and functional purpose of aquatic
areas in accordance with the preferred type of use. This approach allows to
minimize or completely avoid conflicts between economic sectors, as well as
reduce the negative impact on the environment.
Marine functional zone - a marine area within certain boundaries, with a
homogeneous functional purpose and corresponding modes of use. The functional
purpose is understood as the predominant type of activity for which this space is
intended.

5

Basic goals of MFZ:
• Protecting marine ecosystems: The MFZ should consider the protection of the
marine environment and the conservation of the natural landscape. According to
this clause, functional areas designated as nature conservation areas must be
strictly protected.
• Development of economic activities: The development of the marine economy
should not be achieved at the expense of the marine environment. It is essential
to promote the harmonious use of marine resources.
• Resolution of conflicts among industrial users - maritime and non-maritime
users.
• Protection of the coastline: The coastline is a valuable marine resource and
must be strictly protected. This ensures common development of marine and
coastal area.
6

• Ensuring the security of national defense and the requirements of the military
use of maritime territories.

Main functions of MFZ :
• Environmental protection

• Economic use - construction of industrial plants, aquaculture, fisheries, and other
ecosystems services
• Reserve territories

7

The principles for the use of marine areas:
• Integrity of the ecosystem
• Rational use
• Minimization of conflicts

8

The principles for the use of marine areas:
Maintaining the integrity of the ecosystem:
• Ensuring the safety of marine areas which are crucial for the preservation of
biodiversity
• Ensuring the functional interconnection of zones
• Perceiving the marine space as a single ecosystem

9

The principles for the use of marine areas:
Rational use:
• Providing sufficient space for existing economic activities, while
allocating space for new ones;

• Promoting synergy between different uses;
• Encouraging coexistence of complementary or interdependent uses of
the sea;

10

• Maximum saving of the sea space allotted to certain economic activities.
Maintaining the status of public marine areas in a significant part of
marine areas as a reserve for future activities. For example, multiuse
concept may be implemented.

The principles for the use of marine areas:
Minimization of conflicts:
• Possibly combining use of space by types of economic activities with
similar requirements for environmental conditions and infrastructure;
• Determining priority type of use. In case of compatible uses of the sea,
priority is given to existing or “fixed” economic activities in the area;
• Promoting collaboration between different economic activities;

• Encouraging the coexistence of complementary or interdependent uses
of the sea;
11

Activities considered in the development of Marine
Spatial Plan:
• Environmental protection – nature protection areas (NPAs) and nature reserves
• Sites of underwater cultural heritage
• Aquaculture
• Fisheries
• Renewable energy - wind, wave and tidal energy
• Tourism and recreation
• Scientific research

12

Baltic harbour porpoise

Activities considered in the development of Marine
Spatial Plan:
• Marine transport routes and traffic flows
• Submarine cables and pipeline routes
• Marine subsoil use - infrastructure for the exploration and extraction of oil and
gas
• Military training areas
• Dumping of soil
• Other activities in the sea - artificial structures, islands, bridges, tunnels, etc.
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The Main Function – priority economic activity in the allocated area;
Types of use:

• Permitted uses – default activities that do not require prior approval;
• Conditional permitted uses - activities that require prior approval. In the
event of a conflict with other activities identified as "permitted uses",
preference is given to the latter.
• Prohibited use - activities prohibited in the allocated area.
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Categories of functional zones:
• Nature protection areas - areas designated for the protection of
marine ecosystems. They require minimization or complete elimination
of the impact of economic activities in the area.
• Zones with limited activities – include areas with a minimum
anthropogenic load and restrictions on certain types of use.
• Zones of active maritime use - include areas with moderate or
significant anthropogenic pressure. Marine spaces belonging to these
zones suggest the location of zones with economic activity in them.
Often these zones have one lead function or share several equally
important functions.
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Nature protection areas:
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•

Protected zones – pieces of land and water that have air space
above them where natural ecosystems and objects are located which:
• have special environmental, scientific, cultural, aesthetic, and
recreational value
• have been withdrawn by the authorities fully or partially from
economic use and have been granted special protection status.

•

Landscape protection zones – aquatic areas, where economic
activities are prohibited or restricted in order to preserve the natural
landscape and allow it to regenerate.

•

Underwater Cultural Heritage (UCH) zones– aquatic areas, where
UCH sites are preserved and may be used with due precautions.

Nature protection areas
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Areas with limited activities:
• Buffer zones - are established around functional zones where
economic activities can affect other activities in the immediate vicinity
of the functional zones. The size of the buffer zones is established by
the relevant regulatory documents and can be adjusted based on
additional calculations.
• Sanitary protection zones – areas with special regimes of use. They
are established around objects and enterprises that have an impact on
the environment and human health. The size of the sanitary protection
zone ensures the reduction of the impact of pollution (chemical,
biological and physical) on marine space in accordance with sanitary
norms. The zone is assigned based on additional calculations.
• Restricted zones – areas designated for protection of biological
resources and especially vulnerable and productive areas with
sensitive natural landscapes.
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Areas with limited activities
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Zones of active maritime use:
• Zones of marine transport routes and traffic flows;
• Zones of submarine cable and pipeline routes;

• Zones of marine subsoil use (infrastructure for the exploration and extraction of
oil, gas and other energy resources);
• Aquaculture zones;
• Fishing zones;
• Zones of offshore wind energy (as well as wave and tidal);
• Military training zones;
• Zones of tourism and recreation;

• Zones for dumping of soil (landfill and excavation);
• Scientific research;
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• Other activities in the sea (including artificial structures, islands, bridges, tunnels,
etc.).

Zones of active maritime use
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Comprehensive plan until 2030
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In the prospect, it is assumed there will be:
- improved coordination between maritime and land planning;
- distribution of responsibilities related to Maritime Spatial Planning
and Zoning between public authorities at various levels;
- resolution of conflicts between industry users;
- development of the environmental monitoring in accordance with
the data obtained by the MFZ;

- involvement of stakeholders and their more active participation in
Marine Functional Zoning.
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